
Skirmish lines are forming between
the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration (OSHA) and the newly established
Silica Coalition. The coalition comprises
more than 20 industry associations with
members who are routinely exposed to
crystalline silica dust during construction,
demolition and recycling. 

Exposure to airborne silica dust, which
causes silicosis, occurs in operations
involving cutting, sawing, drilling and
crushing of concrete, brick, stone and dry-
wall. Silica is also used in products like
asphalt shingles, and in other manufactur-
ing operations using sand products. Many
of these operations affect the recycling
industry. 

OSHA has issued a proposed rule, not
a final rule, aimed at curbing silicosis, an
incurable and progressive lung cancer, and
chronic obstructive pulmonary and kidney
disease. The proposal essentially aims to
cut in half the current permissible exposure
limits (PELs) for respirable crystalline sil-
ica to lower worker exposure. OSHA
believes that current PEL levels kill hun-
dreds of workers and sicken thousands. 

OSHA currently enforces PELs for
respirable crystalline silica in general
industry, construction and shipyards. These
PELs were adopted in 1971, shortly after
OSHA was created, and have not been
updated. The PEL for quartz (the most
common form of crystalline silica) in gen-
eral industry is a formula that is approxi-
mately equivalent to 100 micrograms per
cubic meter of air as an 8 hour time-
weighted average. The PEL for quartz in
construction and shipyards is a formula
based on a now-obsolete particle count
sampling method that is approximately
equivalent to 250 micrograms per cubic
meter of air as an 8 hour time weighted
average. The current PELs for two other
forms of crystalline silica (cristobalite and
tridymite) are one-half of the values for
quartz in general industry. 

OSHA is proposing a new PEL for res-
pirable crystalline silica (quartz, cristobalite
and tridymite) of 50 micrograms per cubic
meter of air as an 8 hour time-weighted
average in all industry sectors covered by
the rule, a 50 percent reduction. OSHA is
also proposing other elements including
requirements for exposure assessment (job
site monitoring), preferred methods for
controlling exposure, respiratory protec-
tion, medical surveillance, hazard commu-
nication and recordkeeping.

In a statement issued on August 23 by
Dr. David Michaels, the assistant secretary
of labor said, “We are strongly encouraging
the public to participate in the process of

developing a final rule through submitting
written comments and participating in pub-
lic hearings that are scheduled to begin in
Washington, DC in early March. Our
process of obtaining public input will take
many months, and we encourage and wel-
come the public to participate. OSHA’s
objective is to develop a standard that not
only protects workers, but also makes sense
in the workplace.” This timeline, of course,
will give the Silica Coalition and others
ample opportunity to voice their concerns.  

American Recycler News asked
OSHA about the background of the pro-
posed rules and the timetable for review and
input. “OSHA held a series of stakeholder
meetings in 1999 and 2000 to get input on
the rulemaking,” said the OSHA spokesper-
son. “Meetings for all industry sectors were
held in Washington, Chicago, and San Fran-
cisco and a separate meeting for the con-
struction sector was held in Atlanta.
Following these stakeholder meetings,
OSHA developed draft regulatory text and
supporting materials for the rulemaking.
Many of the recommendations resulted in
changes to the proposed rule or underlying
cost, benefit and economic analyses.”

The deadline to submit written com-
ments and testimony is January 27, 2014.
Public hearings are scheduled to begin on
March 18. The hearings are expected to
continue for several weeks. 

“I don’t understand why they want to
cut the levels in half,” said Pat O’Brien,

executive director of the Concrete Sawing
& Drilling Association. “Government sta-
tistics show that the deaths in construction
attributable to silica have dropped dramati-
cally. And it continues to get better every
year. We want to protect workers, but at
what price and what’s achievable?” 

O’Brien added, “OSHA currently
enforces PELs for respirable crystalline sil-
ica in general industry, construction and
shipyards. These PELs were adopted in
1971, but in 1968 the U.S. Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the
National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) data showed that sil-
ica in 1968 was a contributing cause in just
under 1,200 deaths in the U.S. So maybe
this was a good reason for introducing a
new PEL at that time. However, by 1999,
the number had dropped to less than 200.
The most recent data, from 2007, shows
that deaths from silica have now dropped to
less than 100. I would say the original PEL
level is working and has dramatically
reduced the number of deaths in construc-
tion to fewer than 100. So why now cut the
PEL level by 50 percent or even 75 per-
cent? The data just doesn’t support this
action.”

When asked about health risks, the
OSHA spokesperson replied, “CDC data
indicates that from 2006 through 2010, sili-
cosis was listed as the underlying or a con-
tributing cause of death on more than 600
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Operator slab sawing wet with a diesel-powered walk-behind saw. Slab contains steel reinforcement. Courtesy
of the Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association.
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Shipped Shipped 

Same Day!Same Day!

NEW and USED

USED QUICK COUPLERS

JRB 416
• Komatsu WA100-1, WA120-3, 

WA150-5, WA180-3, WA180-
3MC, DR 512

• Komatsu WA250-5

ACS
• Case 621 CXT 2000 Series
• Case 621 DXT 2000 Series

• 6' Car Body Forks BRCO ACS Q/C Pro 
2000 30 Series

• 5' Wicker IT-38 Q/C - 
can change to longer 
forks

• 6' Car Body Forks 
BRCO Volvo Q/C

• (2) 6' Car Body Forks BRCO - can put 
brackets to fit your machine

• 5' Werk Brau Pin On Komatsu WA 
180-1, WA 200-5, WA 200-6, DR 

518, can put on desired fork length
• (2) 64' JRB 416 Q/C Adjustable fork 

frame - can put on desired fork 
length

• (3) IT28 Q/C Utility Frame, 4' & 5' 
forks

• Attachment Sales HD frame for JD 
644E-can put on desired forks

USED FORK ASSEMBLIES

We can modify 
these to fit almost any loader!

CALL US 
FOR USED 
L-TINES! 
48"–96"

We’ll put on brackets according to need! Fits 2½–4 yd. machines

LOADER OR BUCKET GRAPPLES

USED WHEELS

LOOSE TINES

STACKING RAKES

• JOHN DEERE 20.5x25 544 C & D, 644 C & D
• KOMATSU 20.5 x 25 WA250 – 1 through 3

• 2 1/2 x 6 x 60 - 2 pair

• 8' Pemberton JRB 416

• CASE 20.5x25 621, 621 B & C
• FIAT ALLIS 20.5x25 FR–15

SKID STEER GRAPPLES OR 
GRAPPLE BUCKETS

Skid Steer 
Universal QC,

In Stock

In Stock:
• JRB 416 QC 

Series, 6 ft.
• IT 28 QC, 6 ft.
• Volvo L50-110 

QC, 6 ft.

Replacement Flat Tine

In Stock:
• 2½"x8" • 3"x8" • 3½"x8"
• 6 ft.   • 7 ft.  • 8 ft.

In Stock:
• JRB 416 QC 

Hook-up 
• Volvo L90 QC 

Hook-up

15-ft. Car 
Handling 

Fork

NEW FORK ASSEMBLIES
Quick Coupler - 

JRB/IT/Volvo

di d! Fi

Ready to Ready to 

ship today!
ship today!

Don’t see 
what you need? 

Just call!
• Case 621 thru 621C 2000 Series
• Case 621 thru 621C 1000 Series

• John Deere 624-G (manual)
• John Deere 544-H
• John Deere 544 E-G
• Case 621D

• 3 1/2 x 6 x 60 - 1 pair

• 8' Remco IT28

Ready Ready 
to ship to ship 
today!today!

Dedication ceremony held
at material recovery facility

Local dignitaries, elected officials,
civic leaders and representatives of Big
Bear Disposal gathered for the dedica-
tion of the company’s new material
recovery facility (MRF). Located on 3.4
acres in the mountain resort area of Big
Bear Lake, California, the Big Bear
Disposal MRF processes up to 50 tons
per day (TPD) of source-separated
recyclables and select materials as well
as receiving, processing and recycling
up to 40 TPD of construction and dem-
olition debris. The material processed

at the MRF originates from residential
curbside and drop-off collection pro-
grams and commercial accounts. The
12,000 sq.ft. facility features a custom-
made Enterprise Company elevated
sorting line and baler, along with an
office, employee breakroom, vehicle
maintenance shop, truck wash and fuel
station.

Big Bear Disposal has been provid-
ing collection and recycling services to
the Big Bear area for over 25 years.

Dedication ceremony for the Big Bear Disposal MRF. From the left to right: Gino Scopesi, general
manager/owner, Big Bear Disposal; Frank Forbes, Big Bear Disposal; Jeff Mathieu, city manager, Big Bear
Lake; Art Kazarian, Big Bear Disposal; supervisor James Ramos, 3rd District, County of San Bernardino; and
Bill Jahn, Big Bear Lake councilman.

I was going to do another cow joke but it’s just too udderly ridiculous to tell. 

College football fans recycle
1.5 million pounds of material 

From ballpark franks to french fries
and water bottles to beverage cans, college
football game days produce a large and
valuable volume of recyclable material.
Participants in the 2013 Game Day Chal-
lenge – the friendly recycling competition
among U.S. colleges and universities – are
seeking to increase recycling and com-
posting at their games, to shrink their envi-
ronmental footprint and broaden their
sustainability efforts. 

During this collegiate football season,
more than 85 schools across the nation
took on the challenge to collect cans and
bottles, cardboard, food scraps and more
from the tailgate areas, stadium seating
and concessions during at least one home
game. Schools measured and reported
their results along with game attendance
for ranking in five categories.

The winners of the 2013 Game Day
Recycling Challenge are:

•Waste Minimization Champion
(least amount of waste generated per
attendee) – Central Connecticut State Uni-
versity;

•Diversion Rate Champion (greatest
combined recycling and composting rate)
– Ohio State University;

•Greenhouse Gas Reduction Cham-
pion (greenhouse gas emissions prevented
by diverting waste) – Franklin College;

·Recycling Champion (greatest recy-
cling per attendee) – Franklin College;
and,

•Organics Reduction Champion
(greatest organics recovery per attendee) –
University of Akron.

More than just a competition, Game
Day Challenge is an opportunity for par-

ticipating schools to demonstrate to stu-
dents and team supporters that recycling
and reducing waste are not activities lim-
ited to the home or office. Many participat-
ing schools deployed teams of volunteers
to collect cans and bottles from pre-game
tailgaters. Other schools engaged their
mascots, set up zero-waste stations inside
the stadiums to collect food scraps and
more, or arranged for special recycling
messages to be announced during the
game.

University of Wisconsin-Madison’s
Office of Sustainability and Athletic
Department led a team effort to make its
Game Day Recycling Challenge a
success.

 The spotlight on recycling during
University of Wisconsin-Madison’s game
included several scoreboard messages,
speaker announcements and a video clip
that encouraged the fans in attendance to
recycle. 

During this year’s competition, 6.4
million fans at 88 participating schools
kept nearly 1.5 million pounds of game-
day waste out of landfills, which prevented
approximately 1,980 metric tons of carbon
dioxide from being released. 

The 2013 Game Day Challenge was
administered by the College & University
Recycling Coalition, Keep America Beau-
tiful and RecycleMania, Inc., with support
from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.

Many schools will bring their recy-
cling game from the football field to the
basketball court this winter to compete in
the Game Day Basketball category of the
RecycleMania Tournament.
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death certificates in the U.S., but most
deaths from silicosis go undiagnosed.
Also, many silica-related deaths are
caused by chronic bronchitis, emphysema,
lung cancer, kidney disease and other dis-
eases. According to data from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, in 2010, more workers
died from silicosis than from explosions,
being caught in or crushed in collapsing
materials (such as collapse of trenches and
structures), or being caught in running
equipment or machinery.” 

While the Silica Coalition is inter-
ested in working with OSHA to improve
worker safety, the Coalition believes that
the current OSHA rules which were estab-
lished in 1977 provide more than adequate
protection for workers and that the
proposed workplace air monitoring and
other requirements are impractical and
unnecessary. 

O’Brien elaborated, “OSHA is trying
to apply rules that generally don’t work for
our members. What is proposed today
requires monitoring and a competent per-
son to take air measurements to determine
whether you need to do any protective
measures to protect the workers on a job
site. If someone is on a site for months at a
time that might work, but we usually have
one or two workers on a truck performing
several jobs in a day. To have someone fol-
low them around to take measurements
and then get laboratory analysis does not
make sense. The people would be on 20
jobs later before they got results. 

“Because our operators are off and
on jobs, that whole process would be
very time consuming. Ten years ago
when we realized that, we came up with
a more simplified approach and put

together some engineering controls. We
went out and tested all of our different
operations, indoors and outdoors, and
determined what the silica levels were
and then put together a chart. The chart
showed our operators doing different
operations. For example, if someone is
doing flat-sawing outside there isn’t any
PPE required and if it’s inside they need
a HEPA 100 filter. We tried to make it
simple so that operators were protected.” 

“A lot of OSHA people have no idea
of what our operations are or how saw-
ing is done. The majority of our opera-
tors use water and it isn’t because of
silica, but because of the life of the dia-
mond blade. That has the additional ben-
efit of reducing the silica in the air. We
recorded those data points and had
NIOSH people down to our training
facility and they observed all of our
operations. They said they had no prob-
lems with our approach to safety. The
only time we would have a problem was
indoors because you could see higher
silica levels, but most of our operations
are outdoors with good ventilation,” said
O’Brien.

We asked OSHA about these indus-
try concerns, and their spokesperson
said, “OSHA recognizes that silica expo-
sures may vary from day to day and in
different operations. The proposed rule
provides alternatives for assessing
worker exposures to silica, so that the
employer can choose which option
works best in their workplace. Where
periodic exposure assessments are
needed, the employer has the choice of
either measuring worker exposures at
specified intervals, or following a per-
formance option that allows them to rely
on objective data, such as air monitoring
data from industry-wide surveys, to
assess worker exposure.

“Employers, whose employees are
involved in construction operations,
including recycling, salvage, and waste
industries whose workers perform con-
struction operations, may benefit from
additional flexibilities included in the pro-
posed rule. Construction employers have
the option of following OSHA’s silica fact
sheet on construction for a number of spe-
cific tasks. Table 1 details specific dust
control measures and respiratory protec-
tion that employers can use to keep work-
ers safe from silica exposures. Employers
choosing to follow Table 1 would not be
required to measure worker exposure to
silica.”

“If an employer chooses to measure
worker exposures to respirable crystalline
silica rather than follow the performance
option or Table 1, the employer would be
responsible for lab and labor costs associ-
ated with air monitoring. The proposed
rule addresses the minimum requirements
for exposure monitoring to fulfill workers’
rights to know about their exposure. Many
responsible employers choose to conduct
more monitoring than required by the pro-
posed rule in order to better characterize
worker exposures.” 

“Importantly, the proposed rule
focuses on exposures of individual
employees. Personal air monitoring equip-
ment, which workers wear on their cloth-
ing to measure exposures in their
breathing zone, is routinely used to meas-
ure exposures as crews move through sev-
eral locations in a day and where weather
conditions may vary.” 

“If the silica PEL is exceeded,
employers must first use engineering con-
trols (i.e., dust controls such as water
sprays) and work practices (e.g., prohibit-
ing dry sweeping) to reduce worker expo-
sures. In cases where engineering controls
and work practices are insufficient to
reduce worker exposures below the PEL,
respirators would be required to supple-
ment these controls. The proposal requires
that employers would have to offer med-
ical surveillance to workers exposed above
the PEL for 30 or more days per year,” the
OSHA spokesperson said. 

The spokesperson added, “OSHA
emphasizes that this is the beginning of an
important process of public review and
comment on the proposed rule. As OSHA
works to develop a final rule, all com-
ments, data and other documentary evi-
dence submitted to the rulemaking docket
for silica will be carefully reviewed and
considered. OSHA is pleased to begin this
dialogue, and the Agency looks forward to
input and insight from industry partners to
help make a final rule that is good for busi-
ness and good for American workers.”

William Turley, executive director of
the Concrete & Demolition Recycling
Association commented on the proposed
rules: “Obviously, it’s very early in the
process and they have put out suggested
levels and are seeing what the reaction is
from the industry, whether or not we can
do it and if there is a way to negotiate. We
feel that the proposed regulation could
have a tremendous effect and perhaps be
detrimental to the recycling of materials
such as concrete and asphalt shingles. So
we are involved in the process. I think
OSHA doesn’t want to hurt us on the recy-
cling of these materials, but I’m not sure
they understand everything that goes alongfe
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INTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL • Built for years of continued service.

• New technology burner and 
  control systems.

• Permit assistance available.

• Large hearth opening for 
  automotive scrap.

INCREASE PROFITS with the 

 With a US Furnace’s 
MAX-4000 Hi Efficiency 

Sweat Furnace, 
get the lowest fuel cost per lb 

to process than any other 
furnace manufacturer — 

GUARANTEED! 
The lowest melt loss rate than 

any other manufacturer — 
GUARANTEED! On-site 

installation, training & service.

most efficient sweat furnace!

FULL EPA
compliance

GUARANTEED.

Survey finds most Americans
are proud to recycle

Christie administration
awards $18.6 million in grants

New Jersey’s municipalities and
counties will receive more than $18.6
million in state recycling grants to help
implement and enhance local recycling
efforts, Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) Commissioner Bob
Martin announced.

The funds, based on 2011 recycling
data, include $13.1 million in recycling
tonnage grants for cities and towns and
$5.5 million allocated to counties. The
grants are being awarded through the
state’s Recycling Enhancement Act.

The recycling grant program is
funded by a $3 per ton surcharge on trash
disposed of at solid waste facilities across
the state. Distribution of grants this year is
based on the recycling successes local
governments demonstrated in 2011.

In 2011, New Jersey generated
more than 9.9 million tons of municipal
solid waste (MSW), more commonly
known as trash or garbage that is gener-
ated from homes, schools, hospitals and
businesses. The DEP’s Bureau of Recy-
cling and Planning documented the recy-
cling of more than 3.9 million tons of
material, leading New Jersey to a MSW
recycling rate of 40 percent for the sec-
ond consecutive year. Prior to that, the
last time the state reached that bench-
mark rate was 1998. 

The national MSW recycling rate in
2011, by comparison, was 34.7 percent,
according to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. 

Municipal governments, vital to the
overall success of recycling, receive 60
percent of the money the fund generates to
help them finance enhanced recycling
outreach and compliance efforts. The bal-
ance is awarded to county solid waste
management and household hazardous
waste collection programs, county and
state promotional efforts and recycling
research.

Several New Jersey municipalities
have been leaders in recycling, offering

exemplary programs that make recycling
convenient for residents and get positive
results. Some examples in 2011 include: 

•Ridgewood, in Bergen County, had
a municipal solid waste recycling rate of
77 percent in 2011, and a total recycling
rate – including larger commercial, dem-
olition, industrial waste – of 78 percent.

•Monroe, in Middlesex County, had
a MSW rate of 59 percent and a total
recycling rate of 72 percent. 

•Randolph, in Morris County,
achieved a 68 percent MSW recycling
rate and a 73 percent total recycling rate. 

•Cherry Hill, in Camden County,
achieved a 49 percent a MSW recycling
rate and a 63 percent total recycling rate. 

•Manchester, in Ocean County,
recorded an 83 percent total recycling
rate to go with a 42 percent MSW recy-
cling rate.

•Ocean Township, in Monmouth
County, recorded an MSW recycling rate
of 49 percent and a total recycling rate
of 63 percent.

New Jersey became the first state to
require statewide recycling in 1987 with
passage of the Statewide Mandatory
Source Separation and Recycling Act.
Municipal solid waste, collected from
households and small commercial estab-
lishments, includes paper, corrugated
paper, glass, metal containers and
plastics. 

While the municipal/household
solid waste recycling rate was 40 per-
cent, total recycling of all forms of waste
– including items such as construction
debris and vegetative waste – in New
Jersey was 59.7 percent in 2011. More
than 12.6 million tons of the 21.1 mil-
lion tons of solid waste generated in
2011 was recycled.

For a complete list of 2011 grant
payouts , view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.

Missouri airport terminal
expands recycling program 

A comprehensive terminal and con-
course recycling program at Lambert-St.
Louis International Airport has already
seen output double in the first six months
since it was implemented earlier this year.
Lambert expects to increase output even
more with the roll out of dozens of com-
bined single-stream recycling and trash
containers for all public areas in the termi-
nals, concourses and parking garages. 

Lambert estimates it captured approx-
imately 10 percent of recyclable waste
from terminal and concourse operations
prior to the launch of the new program.
After 6 months, the airport is now captur-
ing 20 percent of recyclable waste. Lam-
bert’s overall recycling rate is higher when
other programs are factored in such as the
recycling of construction waste, runway
rehabilitation waste, equipment and scrap
metal. 

Lambert has worked with Republic
Services, its waste services contractor, to

formulate its strategic recycling program.
Beginning in March, the airport mapped
out new locations and increased the
amount of recycling dumpsters on the air-
side and non-public work areas associated
with terminal operations. Lambert
expanded collection from separating paper
products and drink bottles to a single
stream collection system to capture more
recyclables such as cardboard, aluminum,
paper products and plastics. Along with
new equipment, the airport has focused on
extensive training for airport staff, tenants
and concessionaires. 

The newest phase of the program is
the roll out of new public containers which
opens single stream recycling to the public
for the first time at the airport. The new
containers will accept more types of recy-
cled materials (mixed recyclables or single
stream) than previous containers which
only accepted paper or plastic bottles. 

New survey data suggests that Ameri-
cans are filled with pride as they fill their
recycling bins, but are often left wanting
when searching for recycling options
while on the go.

More than 4 in 5 Americans (82 per-
cent) say they feel a sense of pride when
they recycle, according to a new survey
conducted online in October by Harris
Interactive and commissioned by the Envi-
ronmental Industry Associations (EIA),
the trade group representing those who
protect the environment and public health
by managing America’s waste and recy-
cling.

“Recycling participation rates have
increased dramatically during the last few
decades in the U.S., and that is an achieve-
ment that all Americans should celebrate,”
said Sharon H. Kneiss, president and CEO
of EIA. “There is positive, pent-up desire
to recycle even more in America. But we
need more recycling options on our main
streets and in our shopping malls, restau-
rants, theaters, airports, gas stations and
other public spaces.”

Most Americans do not indicate suc-
cess at recycling while out about town, and
more than 3 in 5 (62 percent) report feel-
ing guilty every time they throw some-
thing away instead of recycling it,
underscoring a pressing need for expanded
options in public and leisure spaces. 

Major findings of the survey include:
•An overwhelming majority of Amer-

icans – 82 percent – feel a sense of pride
when they recycle, and 62 percent feel a
sense of guilt when they toss a recyclable
item in the trash.

•Americans are split on what they
will do with a recyclable item if a recy-
cling bin is not nearby. Nearly 58 percent
say they will keep the item until they can
recycle it, but 54 percent also admit they
will sometimes trash a recyclable item if
they cannot find a bin nearby.

•Most Americans will make an extra
effort to recycle items outside their homes
(74 percent), and those employed say they
often have success recycling at work (58
percent).

•However, significantly fewer Ameri-
cans are often successful recycling in other
public settings, including when traveling
for vacation or business (22 percent),
while out shopping or walking along city
streets (22 percent each) or when dining
out (16 percent).

“Wherever there is a public trash can,
there also should be a recycling bin within
sight,” said Anne Germain, EIA’s waste
and recycling technology director. “People
think about recycling and inherently want
to, but they need readily available recy-
cling options for the habit to be a no-
brainer.”

Sam walked into his boss’s office. “Sir, I’ll be straight with you, I know the
economy isn’t great, but I have over three companies after me, and I would like to
respectfully ask for a raise.” After a few minutes of haggling the boss finally
agreed to a 5 percent raise.  

“By the way,” asked the boss, “which three companies are after you?”
“The electric company, water company, and phone company,” Sam replied.
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Community
Recycling
expands into
Delaware

The
lightweight

alternative
for

hauling scrap!

www.maurermfg.com
888-274-6010

Gondola
Trailer

STANDARD FEATURES

44’ & 48’Trailersavailable withHARDOX®450

•  choice of 4’, 5’, 6’ or 8’ side walls
•  22.5k tandem axles with one
    axle ABS brake
•  three-leaf, heavy duty, spring
    suspension, closed tandem
•  two-speed landing gear
•  sealed wiring system designed for
    Maurer by Trucklite
•  phosphate washed for
    superior adhesion
•  D.O.T. approved conspicuity tape
    and rubber mounted lights
•  manifest holder
•  anti-sail mud flaps

Delaware residents will now have
more convenient choices and options avail-
able to recycle their gently used clothes,
shoes, bags and belts with reuse in mind.
Community Recycling (CR) is expanding
operations into Delaware with CR Bins.
CR has been providing local communities
throughout the mid-Atlantic with clothing
recycling bins, successfully diverting mil-
lions of pounds of material from landfills
every year for over 13 years.

CR is a for-profit clothing recycler
with a focus on reuse, transparency and
connectivity. Local businesses serve as host
sites and make recycling easy. 

Every CR Bin has a phone number
where a live person will answer or return
your call. CR Bins are serviced regularly
by full-time employees of CR, and are
never sub-contracted out. All of the cloth-
ing collected for reuse is sold domestically
to thrift shops around the country, or inter-
nationally to family owned businesses and
markets that also offer affordable options. 



HERBOLD USA 
Toll free: 888 612.7774     www.herboldusa.com

For Brochures, Flow Charts and Videos, scan

the QR Code or visit www.herboldusa.com/ar

From modular components to turnkey solutions
PLASTICS RECYCLING SYSTEMS

Choose from a wide range of standard equipment to solve 
a specific problem or let Herbold engineers custom design 
a complete recycling system to satisfy all your application 
requirements. From advice to design to installation and start-
up, we guide you every step of the way.  Talk to an application 
specialist today to discuss your recycling system needs. 
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with how they are processed. Respiratory
personal protections equipment (PPE) is
always offered to employees. Right now
we are still evaluating what all of our
members are doing”

“The concrete recycling industry fluc-
tuates. It really depends on road work and
is tied into government spending and how
much is being done for infrastructure
improvements. We can use recycled con-
crete as a base for anything from runways
to subways stations to most common uses
in roads. Recycled concrete is a better
product than natural aggregate for a road
base in many ways and usually less expen-
sive so we have quite an advantage on that
front,” Turley concluded. 

Mike Taylor, executive director of the
National Demolition Association weighed
in on the proposed rules: “The new regula-
tions apparently have some very specific
requirements for air monitoring and regu-
latory compliance which are significant
and could have an impact on the construc-
tion economy in general. We are con-
cerned about the proposed regulations, but
we think we do a pretty good job with sil-
ica exposure and with our newly revised
safety manual on compliance with the
existing silica standards. 

“The compliance requirements from
an economic standpoint and potentially
from an administrative work practice
could be significant. It could be that the
administration is sensitive to the fact that
the economy is weak and we are coming
out of the worst recession in 80 years and
that new regs may have a detrimental
effect of the construction and mining
industries,” said Taylor. 

No doubt the details of the proposed
rules for silica will be hotly debated
among the Silica Coalition, other inter-
ested parties and OSHA. Hopefully, a res-
olution can be reached that does not impair
economic growth and results in practical
approaches to improved worker safety. 

Silica rules
■Continued from Page 4

Pennsylvania Recycling
Markets Center opens exhibit 

The Pennsylvania Recycling Mar-
kets Center (RMC) unveiled their
exhibit, Recycling Works!, at The State
Museum of Pennsylvania in Harrisburg.
Also taking part was Keep Pennsylvania
Beautiful (KPB) and the Pennsylvania
Waste Industries Association (PWIA).

The exhibit, which will be on dis-
play at the museum through early Janu-
ary 2014, showcases Pennsylvania’s
economic development achievements
through recycling. “Recycling is a key
component of environmental protec-
tion,” said acting DEP secretary Chris
Abruzzo, who also participated in the
ribbon-cutting ceremony. 

The Recycling Works! exhibit
displays Pennsylvania-manufactured
recycled-content products; provides
the history of recycled content product
manufacturing and grassroots recy-
cling in Pennsylvania; and showcases
the advancements in recycling technol-
ogy, including single-stream recycling. 

The exhibit will be on display in
Harrisburg and is included with a paid
admission to the State Museum. 

It is anticipated that the exhibit
will make stops at additional museums
across the Commonwealth during
2014. 

The Recycling Works! exhibit on display at the State Museum of Pennsylvania.

Recycling challenge raises
$133,695 for local charities

The aluminum beverage can indus-
try raised $133,695 for local charities by
recycling 178,099 lbs. of cans, which
equates to more than 5.7 million bever-
age cans, for the Can Manufacturers
Institute’s (CMI) Great American Can
RoundUp Industry Challenge. 

Ball Corporation scored first place
in the annual competition by recycling
nearly 50 percent of the entire amount
collected – 88,473 lbs. of cans. Rexam
and Crown Holdings came in second
and third place, respectively.

The Great American Can RoundUp
Industry Challenge is sponsored by
CMI and held annually to raise aware-
ness for the environmental benefits of
recycling cans. The participating Amer-
ican can manufacturers and aluminum
suppliers – Rexam, Ball Corporation,
Crown Holdings, Novelis and Alcoa –
engage their plant facilities to partner
with local charities, schools and other
organizations to collect and recycle
used aluminum beverage cans. Pro-
ceeds from the recycled cans are then

donated to a charity of the company’s
choice.

“Cans are the most recycled bever-
age packaging in the world, and drive
the most value in the recycling stream,”
said Michael Hranicka, president, Ball
Metal Beverage Packaging Division,
Americas. 

Additional industry challenge win-
ners are based on the lbs. recycled per
capita by each participating member
company facility. The top recycling per
capita facilities were Rexam – Executive
Office, Chicago, Illinois; Ball – Findlay,
Ohio; and Rexam – Whitehouse, Ohio.
Together, these facilities raised more
than $119,900 for local charities, non-
profits and school programs.

CMI also sponsors other competi-
tions under the Great American Can
RoundUp umbrella in order to promote
and engage recycling within various
communities around the country. Rais-
ing environmental awareness about the
importance of recycling cans is one of
CMI’s main initiatives. 

Now there are more overweight people
in America than average-weight people.
So overweight people are now average.
Which means you've met your New
Year's resolution.

—Jay Leno
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• WOOD SHEARS
• EXCAVATOR STUMPERS
• LOG FORKS with CLAMP
• PIPE-n-POLE FORKS 
• MILL YARD FORK
• GRAPPLES

PembertonInc.com

ATTACHMENTS
                      for ORGANIC WASTE 

800-393-6688

Free lessons to teach
recycling awareness in
elementary schools

The Secondary Materials and Recy-
cled Textiles Association (SMART)
launched its Recycling Rangers program
for elementary school teachers. The goal
of this year’s educational program is to
heighten student, teacher and family
awareness of clothing and textile recycling
by engaging more than 2,500 teachers in
grades K-through-5 in its Recycling
Rangers program. In addition to free les-
son plans for their classrooms, teachers are
also encouraged to promote recycling by
organizing textile recycling drives at their
schools.

The Recycling Rangers program
builds on the highly successful 2012-13
academic year, “Wear It? Recycle It!” les-
son plan program. During the “Wear It?
Recycle It!” program, more than 300,000
students learned about clothing and textile
recycling.

The Recycling Rangers program
includes monthly activities for teachers
and students that will be used to teach chil-
dren about the positive impact of clothing
and textile recycling. One of the goals of
the program is to have teachers become
Recycling Rangers and to have their
school host a clothing and textile recycling
program. SMART member companies are
sponsoring 14 regions throughout the
United States and are prepared to work

with the teachers and their schools to host
a textile recycling drive.

Teachers who participate by hosting a
an event have the opportunity to win
monthly prizes for their classrooms.

The grade-appropriate lesson plans
can be downloaded at no cost by visiting
www.themailbox.com/smart. The web site
also allows teachers to sign up to host their
own textile recycling drive when they
become a Recycling Ranger.

“We are very excited to present the
Recycling Rangers program to teachers
and students. As the trade association of
the clothing and textile recycling industry,
SMART’s goal is to reach more than 1
million students with the positive message
of textile recycling by the end of 2015,”
said Jackie King, executive director of
SMART. “Our member companies really
stepped up by sponsoring regions through-
out the United States to make it as easy as
possible for teachers to host a clothing
recycling event at their own school.”

The Recycling Ranger program runs
through March 2014. In addition to the
Recycling Rangers website, teachers can
learn more about the program in Learning
magazine, via The Mailbox elementary
school activities, in an e-newsletter, and on
The Education Center’s Facebook page,
Twitter account and in various blogs.

Recycled content use proves
important to U.S. consumers

A growing number of Americans
say that recycling is important to them
and significantly impacts their food and
beverage purchasing decisions, accord-
ing to new data commissioned by the
Glass Packaging Institute (GPI), the
association representing the North
American manufacturers of glass
containers. 

In the 2013 study of consumers
nationwide, over 75 percent said recy-
cling is important to them. When asked
whether or not using packaging that is

made with renewable or recycled
resources influences their choice of
brands, products or services, consumers
overwhelmingly indicated that it did,
with more than 65 percent stating that it
was either an extremely or very positive
influence over their choices. 

The study, commissioned by GPI
and other organizations, was conducted
by  EcoFocus  Wor ldwide .  The
researchers polled over 4,000 nationally
representative adults ages 18 to 65.

EPA proposes 2014
renewable fuel standards

The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) proposed for public com-
ment the levels of renewable fuels to be
blended into gasoline and diesel as
required by Congress under the Energy
Independence and Security Act of 2007.

Developed with input from the U.S.
Department of Energy and U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the proposal seeks
public input on annual volume require-
ments for renewable fuels in all motor
vehicle gasoline and diesel produced or
imported by the U.S. in 2014. The pro-
posal seeks to put the Renewable Fuel
Standard (RFS) program on a steady path
forward – ensuring the continued long-
term growth of the renewable fuel industry
– while seeking input on different
approaches to address the “E10 blend
wall.”

The proposal discusses a variety of
approaches for setting the 2014 standards,
and includes a number of production and
consumption ranges for key categories of
biofuel covered by the RFS program. The
proposal seeks comment on a range of
total renewable fuel volumes for 2014 and
proposes a level within that range of 15.21
billion gallons. 

Nearly all gasoline sold in the U.S. is
now E10, which is fuel with up to 10 per-
cent ethanol. Production of renewable
fuels has been growing rapidly in recent
years. At the same time, advances in vehi-
cle fuel economy and other economic fac-
tors have pushed gasoline consumption far
lower than what was expected when Con-
gress passed the Renewable Fuel Standard
in 2007. As a result, we are now at the E10
blend wall, the point at which the E10 fuel

pool is saturated with ethanol. If gasoline
demand continues to decline, as currently
forecast, continuing growth in the use of
ethanol will require greater use of higher
ethanol blends such as E15 and E85. 

In 2010, EPA approved E15 for use in
vehicles newer than model year 2001, and
developed labeling rules to enable retailers
to market E15. In addition, since 2011,
USDA has made funding available
through the Renewable Energy Assistance
Program to support deployment of flex-
fuel pumps that can dispense a range of
ethanol blends. The 2014 proposal seeks
input on what additional actions could be
taken by government and industry to help
overcome current market challenges, and
to minimize the need for adjustments in
the statutory renewable fuel volume
requirements in the future. Looking for-
ward, the proposal clearly indicates that
growth in capacity for ethanol consump-
tion would continuously be reflected in the
standards set beyond 2014. 

EPA looks forward to further engage-
ment and additional information from
stakeholders as the agency works in con-
sultation with the Departments of Agricul-
ture and Energy toward the development
of a final rule.

The EPA is also seeking comment on
petitions for a waiver of the renewable fuel
standards that would apply in 2014. EPA
expects that a determination on the sub-
stance of the petitions will be issued at the
same time that EPA issues a final rule
establishing the 2014 RFS.

Specifically, EPA is seeking comment
on the following proposed volumes:

ISRI’s board of directors
approves changes to the
group’s division structure

The Institute of Scrap Recycling
Industries (ISRI) board of directors made
two significant changes to the organiza-
tion’s governance: the creation of a new
plastics division within the association and
a change in the bylaws to allow members
to join multiple commodity divisions.
These changes were made to reflect the
nature of today’s recycling industry.

Prior to becoming a division, ISRI
members concentrating on plastics recy-
cling worked through an ad hoc plastics
council. By elevating the group to divi-
sion status, ISRI has created a formal
infrastructure which allows the associa-
tion to develop tools and materials for
plastics recyclers. In addition, plastics
recyclers will be represented with three
seats on ISRI’s board.

“The plastics recycling sector is one
of the fastest growing segments of the
recycling industry, presenting a great
opportunity for the newly created Plas-
tics Division to mitigate some of the
barriers to recover plastics while offer-
ing visibility into the global supply
chain,” said Jonathan L. Cohen, presi-
dent of Generated Materials Recovery
and chair of ISRI’s Plastics Division. 

The other major change, permitting
ISRI members to join multiple divi-
sions, was made as more and more
companies are handling multiple com-
modity streams and have a vested inter-
est in the policy development,
resources, and programming of more
than one division.
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PAPER
AF&PA releases paper reports

The American Forest & Paper Asso-
ciation released its October U.S. paper
reports. 

Containerboard
Containerboard production increased

4.2 percent over September 2013, and
was 1.4 percent higher than the same
month last year. The month-over-month
average daily production increased 0.9
percent. The containerboard operating
rate for October 2013 increased 0.9
points from September 2013, from 93.8
percent to 94.7 percent.

Boxboard
Total boxboard production

increased by 0.3 percent compared to
October 2012, but decreased 0.2 percent
from September. Unbleached Kraft
Boxboard production decreased over the
same month last year, and decreased
compared to last month. Total Solid
Bleached Boxboard & Liner production
decreased compared to October 2012,
and decreased compared to last month.
The production of Recycled Boxboard
increased compared to October 2012,
and increased when compared to last
month.

Kraft paper
Total Kraft paper shipments were

131.3 thousand tons, 3.6 percent higher
compared to the prior month. Bleached
Kraft paper shipments increased year-
over-year 14.3 percent, but the 4.2 per-
cent year-over-year decline in
unbleached Kraft paper shipments was
enough to bring overall Kraft paper ship-
ments down 1.8 percent year-over-year.

Total month-end inventory decreased
24.5 percent compared to September
2013. 

Printing-writing paper report
According to the report, total print-

ing-writing paper shipments were down
1 percent in October compared to Octo-
ber 2012. Increases in year-over-year
shipments of uncoated grades were off-
set by decreases in coated paper
shipments.

Additional key findings:
•October coated free sheet (CFS)

papers shipments decreased 4 percent
compared to October 2012, with YTD
shipments through October down 1 per-
cent relative to 2012 levels. Exports of
CFS in September were down 14 percent
compared to September last year.

•Uncoated free sheet (UFS) paper
shipments increased 3 percent in Octo-
ber to 773,400 tons, the highest level
since March 2012. For the year, ship-
ments are down 2 percent in 2013.

•October uncoated mechanical
(UM) paper shipments were flat com-
pared to 2012 and down 10 percent year-
to-date compared to the same period in
2012. Imports of UFS through Septem-
ber increased 9 percent year over year.

•Coated mechanical (CM) ship-
ments in October decreased 6 percent
compared to October 2012. Shipments
of CM are down 10 percent for the year
in 2013. Exports of CM decreased 16
percent in September, down 21 percent
year to date.

Rumpke now accepts cartons 
Rumpke Consolidated Companies,

headquartered in Ohio, reported that car-
ton containers are now accepted in its
residential and commercial recycling
programs.

Types of carton containers now
accepted include juice, milk, soy milk,
soup, broth, egg substitute and wine
cartons.

Rumpke partnered with the Carton
Council on the project. The Council sup-
plied $454,525 in grant funding to help
purchase an optical scanner that uses
infrared technology to identify and sort

cartons from the recycling stream. In
total Rumpke’s new processing system
includes six optical scanners, each with
a price tag of nearly $1 million.

Rumpke and the Carton Council
will also partner in the coming months
to promote the new acceptable items to
the 4.5 million people served by
Rumpke Recycling Cincinnati, one of
North America’s largest material recov-
ery facilities. With this system, the Car-
ton Council states that more than
600,000 households will have access
carton recycling for the first time.

3 out of 4 people reading 
this ad will read the headline, but
only 1 of 4 will continue reading.

Information like this impacts the 
effectiveness of your advertising dollars.  

Creativity and Marketing Excellence  
Are on American Recycler’s  
Long List of Tools for 
Lasting Success. 

A 
R 

877-777-0737  
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Patented cam design gives two models to choose from!

RES
14awg,

up to 600mcm

COMC
16awg,

up to 250mcm

Pat

Strip single or multiple plastic-coated electrical wire
SAFELY, ECONOMICALLY and EASILY
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SAFELY, ECONOMICALLY and EASILY
WITH
OUR

PROCESSES up to 4,200 FEET PER HOUR!

Republic adds natural gas
powered vehicles to fleet

Republic Services, Inc. deployed 56
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) solid
waste and recycling trucks to serve cus-
tomers throughout the South Shore and
South Coast of Massachusetts and
Rhode Island. The new CNG fleet will
replace older diesel powered trucks, and
represents a significant local investment
in cleaner, safer and more efficient
vehicles.

Republic installed a natural gas
fueling station to support its new fleet of
CNG powered trucks in Fall River, Mas-
sachusetts. Natural gas fueling stations
enable CNG trucks to fuel during non-
peak hours, which has the added benefit
of reduced energy consumption during
the refueling process. 

Republic also deployed 49 CNG
solid waste and recycling trucks in the
greater Houston area. Republic installed
two natural gas fueling stations to sup-
port its CNG fleet in greater Houston.

According to the Environmental
Protection Agency, each new CNG solid
waste and recycling truck reduces

ozone-forming emissions by as much as
80 percent when compared to older
diesel powered trucks. In addition, each
new CNG truck deployed is equivalent
to removing five passenger vehicles
from local roads for one year, or to
adding 600 mature trees into the local
environment.

Republic operates a fleet of more
than 1,400 CNG vehicles and 26 natural
gas fueling stations nationwide. Approx-
imately 50 percent of all Republic vehi-
cles purchased in 2013 are powered by
the domestic fuel source.

WASTE
NSWMA opposes New
York City Transfer Station
Capacity Reduction Bill

Representatives of the National
Solid Wastes Management Association
(NSWMA) testified against proposed
legislation (Intro. 1170) before the New
York City Council Committee on Sanita-
tion and Solid Waste Management. The
bill proposes capping the percentage of
the city’s waste that can be handled in
any one community district. The waste
and recycling industry leaders described
how the bill likely would result in the
closure of several existing waste transfer
stations that serve the city, as well as the
loss of a number of good jobs at transfer
stations for city residents.

In his testimony, NSWMA vice
president for advocacy David Biderman
described how Intro. 1170, if enacted,
would increase the costs of disposing
waste in the city. The waste and recy-
cling industry projects that enacting this
bill would increase tipping fees for New
York businesses by as much as $100 mil-
lion annually. He added that it also sends
the wrong message about investing in
recycling and waste diversion infrastruc-
ture in New York. He called the legisla-
tion “irresponsible and unreasonable”
and asked that city council members not

vote in favor of Intro. 1170, if it comes
to a vote later this year.

Biderman stated, “The owners and
operators of these facilities provide a
vital service, comply with the numerous
city laws and regulations governing their
operations, and are working with the
communities and neighborhoods in
which they operate to reduce impacts.”

NSWMA New York City members
own and operate commercial waste col-
lection, recycling, and disposal facilities.
NSWMA’s New York City Chapter
includes many of the transfer stations
targeted by this legislation, as well as
about 50 carters who will be adversely
impacted by Intro. 1170.

In their testimony, NSWMA mem-
bers described how they are developing
and investing in new technologies that
will achieve many of the goals of the
supporters of Intro. 1170. NSWMA
members stated they are willing to enter
into a dialogue with city officials and
community groups to address issues
relating to the transfer stations, includ-
ing a responsible level of permitted
capacity reduction.

New Jersey police charge
man with illegal dumping

New Jersey State Park Police have
charged a 31 year old Trenton
man with illegal dumping in connec-
tion with two piles of roofing and
other wastes that were found in Whar-
ton State Forest during an annual
regional clean up held by 4-wheel
drive groups.

Selvin Lima was charged with
illegal disposal of solid waste, a sec-
ond-degree criminal offense punish-
able by a fine of up to $10,000. The
debris included roofing shingles, wood
pallets, cardboard and plastic found
along a dirt road off Route 206 in Sha-

mong Township, Burlington County.
The dump site was located in Wharton
State Forest, about two miles south of
the Atsion Recreation Area.

The debris was found in two piles,
each covering an area of about 10’ by
15’, by participants in the 12th Annual
Pine Barrens 4-Wheel Drive Cleanup
on October 27. The group hauled away
the materials as part of its cleanup
effort.

Lima was released after posting
10 percent of $10,000 cash bail pend-
ing a court hearing.

Waste Management posts
earnings increase for Q3

Waste Management, Inc. disclosed
financial results for its quarter ended Sep-
tember 30, 2013. Revenues for the third
quarter of 2013 were $3.62 billion com-
pared with $3.46 billion for the same 2012
period. Net income for the quarter was
$291 million, or $0.62 per diluted share,
compared with $214 million, or $0.46 per
diluted share, for the third quarter of 2012,
more than a 30 percent increase. Income
from operations grew $77 million and
income from operations margin grew 150
basis points. Results in the third quarter of
2013 included approximately $15 million
of after-tax costs, primarily from asset
impairments. Excluding these items, net
income would have been $306 million, or
$0.65 per diluted share, compared to
adjusted earnings per diluted share of
$0.61 in the third quarter of 2012.

David P. Steiner, president and chief
executive officer of Waste Management,
commented, “We had a very strong third
quarter, earning $0.65 per share, as
adjusted. Despite continued headwinds
confronting our recycling and waste-to-
energy businesses, our overall as-adjusted
income from operations grew $33 million
and the overall income from operations
margin grew 20 basis points. The results
were even more impressive in our tradi-

tional solid waste business, where income
from operations grew $71 million and our
income from operations margin grew 120
basis points.

“These strong results were driven by
our continued focus on increasing internal
revenue growth from yield and controlling
costs. In the third quarter, collection and
disposal yield was 2.3 percent, the fifth
quarter of sequential improvement, and
nearly triple the yield we saw in the third
quarter of 2012. SG&A expenses as a per-
centage of revenue improved to 9.6 per-
cent in the quarter, despite a
year-over-year negative change of $50
million related to accruals for our annual
incentive program.

Key highlights include:
•Revenue increased by 4.6 percent, or

$160 million, from the prior year period,
primarily from acquisitions and internal
revenue growth from yield.

•Internal revenue growth from yield
for collection and disposal operations was
2.3 percent, compared to 0.8 percent in the
third quarter of 2012.

•Core price, which consists of price
increases and fees, other than the Com-
pany’s fuel surcharge, net of rollbacks,
was 3.9 percent, compared with 2.3 per-
cent in the third quarter of 2012.

Galbreath expands dealer network
Galbreath, a manufacturer of hoists,

container handlers, and trailers, has
expanded its dealer network, naming Joe
Johnson Equipment (JJE) as one of its
Canadian distributors. JJE will carry the
entire Galbreath product assortment.

JJE will service the eastern half of
Canada, from Manitoba to Newfound-

land, extensively expanding Galbreath’s
current Canadian coverage. 

JJE sells, rents and services both
new and pre-owned equipment to
municipalities and contractors across
Canada and the U.S., as well as in
Chile.



Model 4

The new model 4 E-Z log Baler is just what mid size scrap yards have been 
asking for! Priced right for any yard — small, mid size, or large!

Like the Model 3, the NEW Model 4 has no set up time and a very low cost to operate.
The one man operations are all handled from the newly designed cab. With the 400º 
rotation crane and a reach of 27’ adding the continuous rotation grapple, it makes 

loading the larger chamber a breeze.
 Taking your loose scrap to a highly sought after shreddable log.

— Cycles in under 2 minutes!
— Produces up to 70 tons per day.

— Fully portable in the closed position.
— New seat design for more operator comfort.



Complete thru UMO. Stored in a warehouse and ready to ship and 
assemble.                                                                                                           CALL!

3000 HP AUTO SHREDDER 87 X 106

NEW!

Approximately 25,000 hours. Main shear tower rebuilt 1,000 hours ago. 
New knife seat 500 hours ago. Conveyor, picking table and radial stacker 
included.                                                                                                     $499,000

MOROS H-L-1000-A SHEAR

Great shape!                                                                                               $122,000

2005 LABOUNTY MSD4500R ROTATING SHEAR

17,000 hours, good working condition.                                              $80,000

2002 FUCHS MHL 350

Cummins power with 6,000 hours on the meter.                             $60,000
1988 B MODEL E-Z CRUSHER

Equipped with a scrap grapple and a new Gensco 10Kw gen-set. 
6,000 hours and in good working condition.                                    $65,000

2000 JOHN DEERE WITH GRAPPLE

2,300 hours, very good condition.                                                      $115,000
2006 EZ METAL BALER

Nearly new 2012 OverBuilt car crusher with only 400 hours.    $125,000
2012 OVERBUILT CAR CRUSHER

1999 Sierra 500 ton shear/logger/baler.                                           $127,500
1999 SIERRA 500T SHEAR/LOGGER/BALER

Portable.  This machine is in great operating condition.             $315,000
2005 SIERRA T700SL SHEAR / LOGGER / BALER

3,000 hp Toshiba motor. 
Rotor has a 70” hammer 

swing x  70” wide. The shaft 
size in the center is 17” and 

8.751” on the shaft ends. 
This shredder is in very

nice condition!

Williams Model
760 Metal 
Shredder

$495,000

Infeed Conveyor
Motor Controls
Conveyors

Radial Stacking Conveyor
Spare Parts

Will shred almost any scrap metal, 
including heavy cast motor blocks!



1,500 hp EMD Diesel power complete shredding system and spare 
parts. Great price!  Call for all the details, see it running.            $825,000

WILLIAMS 60 X 60 METAL SHREDDER

Completely rebuilt by dealer. Pictures prior to rebuild. Very nice shear at 
a very good price.                                                                                       $78,500

2006 LABOUNTY MSD 3000 SHEAR
2,750 hours. Includes Lincoln Quik Lube.                                         $275,000

2008 ELECTRIC AL-JON 400XL BALER

Good condition. Fresh motor and main pump.                               $155,000
2002 FUCHS MHL 360

4,200 hours.                                                                                               $265,000
2010 AL-JON 580CL CAR LOGGER

GOOD condition.  $98,500  
1996 AL-JON 400 METAL BALER

Extremely well maintained.                                                                    $69,000
2005 LABOUNTY MSD2500R

5,000 hours on new motor.                                                                   $215,000
2005 SENNEBOGEN 850M

7,600 hours. Good condition and immediately available.           $195,000
2006 AL-JON 400 XL METAL BALER

Equipped with a 2005 LaBounty MSD2500R rotating shear.  
 $124,500

1998 SAMSUNG 350 WITH ROTATING SHEAR

DADE Capital Corp.

800-823-9688
Perrysburg, OH

GREAT RATES!

WE FINANCE
WHAT WE SELL

Visit www.DADECapital.com
for more photos 

and other available equipment.
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SEE OUR PRODUCTS IN ACTION!
Watch videos on our website:

www.MoleyMagneticsInc.com

www.MoleyMagneticsInc.com
716-434-4023 or cell 716-417-2591

Rotating 
Pulverizer

5 sizes available, reversed 
cylinder to protect rod, 
cutting blade, overiszed 

rotation motor.

Mag Star Diesel
Set Generator 

• Available 9, 13 and 15kW
• Kubota Diesel engines

• Compact size
• Easy install – “Plug & Play”

Self 
Contained 
Hydraulic 
Magnets

5 Minute Install. 
No Outside Generator 

Needed

24V Battery 
Operated 
Magnets

No generator needed.

Runs off vehicle battery.

• Available from 30” to 72”
• Deep Field or Standard

• Hydraulic/Belt or Diesel Gen-set
• Heavy Duty Cold Rolled Steel Construction

ESM/ESP 
Conventional

Magnets

Multi-Processor
• Up to four jaws 

available
• Quick change in less 

than 5 minutes
• Speed value 30% faster 
than standard hydraulic 

system
• 360° rotation

Fixed Pulverizer
4 sizes available, reversed 

cylinder to protect rod, 
easy change teeth, 

cutting blade.

Mobile 
Hydraulic 

Shears
• 4 Turn Blades

• Speed Value

• Bolt on Piercing Tip
High Quality
Best Value!

GRAPPLE
HARDOX 

CONSTRUCTING
with or without 

rotators.
4, 5 or 6 Tines. Various 

Sizes Available.
(.5 cu.yds. - 2 cu.yds.)

METALS

Can recycling rate hits 67 percent 
The U.S. continued its decade-long

upward trend of aluminum can recycling
in 2012 with a rate of 67 percent, accord-
ing to data released by the Aluminum
Association, Can Manufacturers Institute
(CMI) and Institute of Scrap Recycling
Industries (ISRI). This is the highest recy-
cling rate since the early 1990s and the
second highest rate reported since the sur-
vey began in 1972. The new rate marks
progress toward the industry’s goal of 75
percent recycling by 2015.

The new rate means that in 2012, the
aluminum can industry recycled some 62
billion domestic and imported cans while
shipping 92 billion cans in the U.S. The
energy saved from this recycling equaled
19 million barrels of crude oil which could
fuel more than 1.7 million cars for a full
year.

The increase in the industry’s recy-
cling rate in recent years has been driven
largely by the addition of cans imported
into the U.S. Because of the closed loop
aspect of aluminum can recycling, and
aluminum’s significantly higher inherent
value in the recycling stream, used cans
easily cross borders and are extremely
attractive for recycling. In fact, U.S. recy-
clers often import cans from Mexico,
Canada, Saudi Arabia, Poland and other
countries. In 2012 alone, the industry
imported and recycled close to 13 billion
cans, nearly double the amount imported
just 5 years ago. The increased recycling
rate is reflective of this dynamic.

“The increased recycling rate for alu-
minum cans is representative of the growth
in the scrap recycling industry as a whole,”
said Robin Wiener, president of the Insti-

tute of Scrap Recycling Industries. “The
U.S. scrap recycling industry grew from
$54 billion in sales in 2009 to more than
$90 billion in 2012, while also adding
more than 15,000 jobs since the beginning
of 2010. As the recycling industry contin-
ues to expand, we also hope to see a con-
tinued increase in the aluminum can
recycling rate.”

It takes just 5 percent of the energy to
produce recycled aluminum versus pri-
mary aluminum. At the same time, nearly
$900 million worth of aluminum cans
don’t make it to the recycling bin each
year and instead end up in landfills. These
landfilled cans, which could otherwise
have been recycled and made into new
cans, reflect a significant loss to the econ-
omy, society through lost jobs, and the
environment.

ScrapSource
named as a
fast growing
company 

SMU Cox School of Business, Caruth
Institute for Entrepreneurship, declared
ScrapSource as one of the fastest growing,
privately held companies in the North
Texas area. ScrapSource is a boutique
scrap management and consulting firm
that provides revenue-enhancing solutions
for companies that generate scrap metal.

Co-founded by the Caruth Institute
for Entrepreneurship in 1990, the Dallas
100 Awards is an annual event that identi-
fies and honors the 100 fastest-growing
privately held companies in the North
Texas area. To qualify, a company must
meet criteria including its three-year sales
history which reflects growth during the
three-year sales period, have credit and
character satisfactory to the Dallas 100.

Based on the Commerce Depart-
ment’s most recent Steel Import Moni-
toring and Analysis (SIMA) data, the
American Iron and Steel Institute
(AISI) reported that steel import permit
applications for the month of Novem-
ber total 2,541,000 net tons (NT). For
the first 11 months of 2013 (including
November SIMA and October prelimi-
nary), total and finished steel imports
were 29,550,000 NT and 22,954,000
NT, respectively. The estimated fin-
ished steel import market share in
November was 22 percent and is 23 per-
cent year-to-date (YTD).

Finished steel imports with large
increases in November permits vs. the
October preliminary included standard
rails (up 238 percent), light shapes bars
(up 111 percent) and line pipe (up 27
percent). Products with significant year-
to-date (YTD) increases vs. the same
period in 2012 include reinforcing bars
(up 21 percent), heavy structural shapes
(up 20 percent), standard rails (up 16
percent), hot rolled bars (up 14 percent)
and sheet and strip all other metallic
coatings (up 12 percent).

In November, the largest finished
steel import permit applications for off-

shore countries were for South Korea
(317,000 NT, down 14 percent from
October preliminary), Japan (161,000
NT up 28 percent), China (157,000 NT,
down 27 percent), Germany (105,000
NT, no change) and The Netherlands
(67,000 NT, down 18 percent). 

Through the first eleven months of
2013, the largest offshore suppliers
were South Korea (3,459,000 NT, down
1 percent from the same period in
2012), Japan (1,768,000 NT, down 4
percent) and China (1,750,000 NT, up
18 percent).

Import market share 22 percent in November

Thalheimer Brothers has acquired
Ansam Metals. Headquartered in Balti-
more, Maryland, Ansam is a processor of
nonferrous scrap metal. Founded in 1968,
Ansam has been led by a team with deep
expertise in these metals. Following this
acquisition, Ansam will continue to oper-
ate as a division within Thalheimer and
maintain operations from its Baltimore
location.

Thalheimer Brothers
acquires Ansam 



Metalico, Inc. has closed a refi-
nancing providing up to $125 million.

Proceeds from the new facilities
were used to pay amounts outstanding
under the company’s prior credit agree-
ment, repurchase $37 million of its
convertible notes and pay related fees
and expenses. The facilities are pro-
vided under a six year senior secured
financing agreement with TPG Spe-
cialty Lending, Inc. Additional funding
is provided by PNC Bank, National
Association.

The company entered into the
financing agreement with a bank syndi-
cate led by TPG Specialty Lending,
Inc., as agent and lead arranger and
PNC Bank, NA as servicing agent. The
six year, senior secured $125 million
agreement consists of a revolving credit
line in the amount of $65 million, a
Term Loan A of $37 million and a com-
mitment for a Term Loan B of $23 mil-
lion. Cowen and Company served as
exclusive placement agent and financial
advisor to Metalico.

After closing the transactions,
Metalico will have outstanding $34.5
million under the new revolver, net of
cash, all $37 million of Term Loan A
and a remaining balance of $26.5 mil-
lion of the company’s convertible
notes.

The company intends to repur-
chase the remaining convertible notes
ahead of their initial put date of June
2014, utilizing the commitment for a
Term Loan B.

The credit facility is secured by
substantially all of Metalico’s assets
and requires that the company maintain

a maximum leverage ratio, a maximum
capital expenditure level and minimum
revolver availability.

Borrowings under the $65 million
revolver will bear interest, at the com-
pany’s election, based on LIBOR or a
base rate plus an applicable margin. As
of closing, the base borrowing rate is at
six percent p.a., but Metalico expects
the majority of its borrowings to be
LIBOR-based, currently at four percent
p.a.

Term Loan A and any draws on the
Term Loan B commitment will initially
bear interest at 9.5 percent, with a pro-
vision for adjustment when, and if,
LIBOR were to increase by more than
75 basis points.

The company is required to make
quarterly principal payments starting in
March 2014. The agreement provides
for accelerated formula-based debt
repayments utilizing portions of,
among other sources, excess cash flow,
proceeds from sales of assets, and pro-
ceeds of equity placements.

Because the company terminated
its credit agreement, agented by JPM-
Chase Bank, N.A., and repurchased
$37 million of its outstanding convert-
ible notes, a portion of deferred financ-
ing costs under the prior loan
arrangements will be expensed in the
fourth quarter of 2013 but will be
largely offset by the gain on debt retire-
ment.

A Current Report on Form 8-K
with the new agreement and Convert-
ible Note purchase agreements will be
filed with the Security and Exchange
Commission and will be available at
the company’s website, metalico.com,
under the SEC Filings section on the
Investors page.
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PAPER FOIL
POLY FOIL
BARE FOIL

~ We also buy surplus rolls ~

CONNECTICUT
METAL INDUSTRIES

www.CTMetal.com

WE BUY FOIL
LAMINATES

203-736-0790
sales@ctmetal.com

DISCLAIMER: American Recycler (AR) collects pricing and other information from experienced buyers, sellers and facilitators of scrap metal transactions
throughout the industry. All figures are believed to be reliable and represent approximate pricing based on information obtained by AR (if applicable) prior to
publication. Factors such as grades, quality, volumes and other considerations will invariably affect actual transaction prices. Figures shown may not be con-
sistent with pricing for commodities associated with a futures market. While the objective is to provide credible information, there is always a chance for human
error or unforeseen circumstances leading to error or omission. As such, AR is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided,
or for outcomes arising from use of this information. American Recycler disclaims any liability to any person or entity for loss or damage resulting from errors
or omissions, including those resulting from negligence of AR, its employees, agents or other representatives.

Commodity Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5
#1 Bushelings per gross ton $300.00 $298.00 $338.00 $352.00 $397.00
#1 Bundles per gross ton 300.00 297.00 338.00 352.00 397.00
Plate and Structural per gross ton 300.00 289.00 340.00 350.00 405.00
#1 & 2 Mixed Steel per gross ton 298.00 285.00 340.00 345.00 380.00
Shredder Bundles (t in) per gross ton 275.00 265.00 271.00 290.00 295.00
Crushed Auto Bodies per gross ton 275.00 265.00 271.00 290.00 295.00
Steel Turnings per gross ton 200.00 202.00 179.00 198.00 270.00
#1 Copper per pound 2.98 2.85 3.00 3.02 3.11
#2 Copper per pound 2.87 2.72 2.91 2.96 2.99
Aluminum Cans per pound .58 .54 .65 .69 .65
Auto Radiators per pound 2.10 2.00 2.10 2.14 2.12
Aluminum Core Radiators per pound .59 .60 .64 .69 .68
Heater Cores per pound 1.80 1.70 1.52 1.50 1.79
Stainless Steel per pound .54 .59 .60 .62 .64
All prices are expressed in USD. Printed as a reader service only.

Metalico signs $125 million
refinancing agreement

METALS
Ben Weitsman upgrades
with new shredder in Albany

A new metal shredder and full
downstream has been purchased and will
be up and running at the new Ben Weits-
man scrap yard and port facility in
Albany, New York, in April, 2014, com-
pany owner Adam Weitsman announced.
The new project represents a total invest-
ment of $25 million and will be funded
privately through the company – no gov-
ernment assistance will be requested. 

“We’ve spent years building our
metals recycling network in New York
and Pennsylvania into a highly efficient
system,” Weitsman, owner of Upstate
Shredding-Ben Weitsman, said. “We
have ambitious goals for our Albany
yard, and this shredder is the next step in
putting that plan of expansion into
motion.”

The company expects to spend sev-
eral million dollars in the region over the
next several years to create and develop
a new recycling network of yards in the
Capital region and surrounding states to
feed the new shredder.

“It took us years to build up our
feeder yard system around our Owego
shredder and this new shredding loca-
tion, in addition to our shredder in New
Castle which will be operational in the
second quarter of 2014, will be the
launching pad of the next phase of our
expansion,” Weitsman said. “We’ve
examined the markets surrounding the
Albany facility, and we plan to make
several new acquisitions of scrap yards

in the region to develop the network of
yards to feed the Albany shredder.”

While smaller than the company’s
flagship shredder in Owego, New York,
the new high-powered auto shredder and
downstream built by the Wendt Corpora-
tion of Buffalo, New York, includes sev-
eral technological advances to ensure
maximum recycling value. These sys-
tems include separation technologies to
recover wire, plastics, nonferrous metals
and other materials such as fines. Recent
advances in shredding technology make
it possible to divert even more recyclable
material from landfills.

In May 2013, the company
announced the site of the second shred-
der being built in New Castle, Pennsyl-
vania. The New Castle scrap yard,
formerly Ferromet, was acquired in
December 2012 by Weitsman at a bank-
ruptcy auction; the facility is seeing sev-
eral million dollars’ worth of additional
investment, including the demolition of
old buildings and erection of new ones,
full paving of the facility and brand new
equipment.

As the site of the company’s second
shredder outside of the facility in
Owego, the New Castle location pro-
vides access to new markets of scrap and
steel manufacturing for the company.
The third shredder in Albany will further
expand access to new markets through
the installation of metal processing tech-
nology housed in the Capital region.

Invaluable Gifts are Hard to Find
Purchase a gift subscription for 
someone special today. 877-777-0737

www.AmericanRecycler.com

A
R

A bee keeper moved into the neighbor-
hood. It’s creating quite a buzz! 

Events Calendar
January 26th-29th, 2014

USCC 22nd Annual Conference &

Tradeshow. Oakland Marriott City Center,

Oakland, California.

301-897-2715 • www.compostingcouncil.org

March 4th-8th
CONEXPO-CONAG. Las Vegas Convention

Center, Las Vegas, Nevada. 

630-585-7530 • www.conexpoconagg.com

March 9th-12th 
27th Annual Southeast Recycling

Conference & Tradeshow. Hilton Sandestin

Beach Golf Resort & Spa, Destin, Florida.

800-441-7949 • www.southeastrecycling.com

March 12th-13th
Association of Postconsumer Plastic

Recyclers. 2014 Spring APR Membership

Meeting, Orlando, Florida. 

202-316-3046 • www.plasticsrecycling.org

March 31st-April 2nd
Aluminum Association Spring Meeting.

Omni La Mansion Del Rio, San Antonio, Texas.

703-358-2960 • www.aluminum.org

March 19th-21st
14th International Automobile Recycling

Congress IARC 2014. Brussels, Belgium.

www.icm.ch
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Copper Wire Stripper

Model CWS-1

• Accurate Business Valuation
• Financial Forecasting
• Consulting
• Tax Preparation & Planning

Call John Monaghan, CPA, CVA for
your expert financial advice.

VZN Group, LLC

www.vzncpa.com
419-882-1886

What’s Your Business Worth?

John Monaghan, CPA, CVA

EXPERIENCED IN SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING BUSINESS VALUATIONS

AUTOMOTIVE
EPA funds project to prevent
pollution from auto repairs

The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has awarded $149,000 to
the New York State Department of Envi-
ronmental Conservation to assist auto-
motive repair and other industrial
facilities in the South Bronx, New York
in preventing pollution. The New York
State Department of Environmental
Conservation will work with the New
York City Environmental Justice
Alliance and the New York State Pollu-
tion Prevention Institute to identify facil-
ities in the South Bronx that use toxic
chemicals and assess ways to prevent
pollution. More than one year after
Superstorm Sandy, many facilities that
handle these substances remain unpre-
pared to withstand another severe storm,
threatening potential impacts to public
health.

Under this program, the New York
State Department of Environmental Con-
servation and its partner organizations will
conduct pollution prevention assessments
at South Bronx industrial facilities. Two of
the facilities will then be selected for
extensive on-site technical assistance and
demonstrations of approaches focused on
reducing the production and release of
hazardous materials. This information will
then be shared with other facilities through
an outreach and education campaign.

This grant is part of the approxi-
mately $5 million in grants the EPA
awards each year to prevent pollution
across the nation.

For additional information,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.

Shingo Komatsu receives APRA’s
Distinguished Service Award

Shingo Komatsu, president of Shine
Auto Parts in Nagano, Japan, was pre-
sented with the Automotive Parts Remanu-
facturers Association’s Distinguished
Service Award in November during the
International BIG R Show in Las Vegas,
Nevada.

The award honors Komatsu for
“Distinguished Business Statesmanship
and Dedicated Service Rendered to the
Entire Industry of Automotive Parts
Remanufacturing.”

Komatsu has been a leader in the
Japanese remanufacturing industry and a
solid contributor to APRA’s growth in
Asia over the past 35-plus years.
Komatsu has spoken at many APRA
symposiums in Asia, Europe and the
U.S. 

Shine Auto Parts is a remanufac-
turer in Asia of air conditioner compres-
sors, alternators, starters, power steering
and starter drives.

AutoTrader.com survey
reveals shopper concerns 

A recent survey by AutoTrader.com
shows that there are still significant gaps
that need to be closed in order for con-
sumers to increase their consideration and
purchase of alternative fuel vehicles. The
survey, which measured consumer atti-
tudes on a range of topics concerning
diesels, hybrids, electric vehicles (EVs)
and plug-in hybrids, revealed that cost was
one of the top concerns across the board.

According to the survey, the top moti-
vators cited as reasons shoppers would
consider purchasing an alternative fuel
vehicle are less emotional and more practi-
cal, with three of the top five being related
to saving money – whether in fuel costs or
by receiving a tax credit. “Better fuel
economy” came in first at 70 percent, fol-
lowed by “cost of savings on gas” at 56
percent, “cleaner emissions” at 37 percent,
“better for the environment” at 28 percent
and “federal tax credit” at 24 percent.

Regarding the general perceptions of
these different types of vehicles, hybrids
and diesels were on par with each other for
being associated with “good fuel econ-
omy,” while hybrids and EVs were equal
in their perception of having innovative
technology. Diesels outshined the other
vehicles in regard to reputation, practical-
ity and value for the money. Naturally,
EVs were cited more frequently for being
environmentally friendly and for having
cleaner emissions, with the latter being a
category that diesels fell far behind in.

Even so, the price premium that
accompanies vehicles with alternative fuel
technology is a major factor that affects
consideration, as the survey showed that a
significant percentage of shoppers are
unwilling to pay a premium over tradi-
tional-gasoline powered vehicles. Of those
who are aware of each vehicle type, only
53 percent indicated that they are willing
to pay a premium for diesels, and the num-
bers go down from there: 51 percent for
hybrids, 41 percent for EVs and 39 percent
for plug-in hybrids.

While the good news for diesels is
that nearly three fourths of those who are
aware of the technology recognize that
diesels are more fuel efficient than tradi-
tional gasoline vehicles, cost and percep-
tion of diesels are affecting consideration.

The top three reasons why consumers
would not purchase a diesel were all
related to cost: “fuel expense” was cited
by 55 percent, “too expensive to purchase”
was cited by 46 percent and “potentially
high cost of maintenance” was cited by 45
percent. But the next two reasons should
concern automakers the most: “noise” was
cited by 32 percent and “not really better
for the environment” by 29 percent.

“Diesels have come a long way since
they were first introduced in the U.S., but
that perception of the clunky car with
black soot coming out the tailpipe per-
sists,” said Moody. “Automakers who are
investing in clean diesel technology need
to ensure that they are clearly explaining
and promoting how diesel technology has
changed.”

Similar to diesels, cost was among the
top factors leading consumers to decide
against hybrid and plug-in vehicles, but
the degree to which those were concerns
was higher for these vehicles. “Too expen-
sive to purchase” was the top reason to
decide against both hybrid and plug-in
hybrids, at 66 and 71 percent, respectively.
For EVs, the price tag came in third, but
still at a notable 60 percent. Maintenance
was also a top concern affecting the deci-
sion, with “potentially high cost of mainte-
nance” being cited by 55 percent in the
hybrid category and 58 percent in both the
EV and plug-in hybrid categories.

Going beyond cost, concerns about
the battery ranked high as well in the rea-
sons consumers would decide against
these vehicles, with “battery life/range”
being cited by 52 percent for hybrids, 67
percent for EVs and 64 percent for plug-in
hybrids. 

On a follow up question regarding
EVs and plug-ins, 59 percent of respon-
dents indicated that EVs would need to get
over 150 miles per charge for them to con-
sider the vehicle, and 56 percent said that
plug-in hybrids would need to get over 80
miles on a single charge for them to con-
sider the vehicle. Even so, the mere act of
plugging in a vehicle was disconcerting
for some, with 31 percent citing “don’t
want to plug in” as a reason to decide
against and EV and 40 percent citing the
same for plug-in hybrids.



Green Car Journal named
the 2014 Honda Accord
winner of its Green Car
of the Year Award for
2014. This award
honors the 2014
Accord model in all
its iterations, including
the Accord, Accord
Hybrid, and Accord
Plug-In. 

Honda’s Accord emerged on top
of an exceptional field of finalists
including the Audi A6 TDI, BMW
328d, Mazda3, and Toyota Corolla. 

According to Green Car Journal,
the Accord has evolved in important
ways to meet the needs of an increas-
ingly sophisticated and changing
market that seeks ever-higher fuel effi-
ciency, lower CO2 emissions, and
improved environmental impact,
without sacrificing the features and
driving experience expected by new
car buyers. 

The 2014 Honda Accord brings
notable efficiency with its conven-
tional gasoline powerplants, and now
ups its game with highly-efficient
Accord Hybrid and Accord Plug-In
hybrid choices that achieve up to 50
highway mpg or, in the case of the
Plug-In, 115 MPGe, the highest of any
mid-size hybrid sedan in the country.
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7”, USA-made. 220v. NEW #7 Hydraulic 
Alligator Shear. $5,000 plus freight

Available Now: Steel Belt Z PAN Conveyor
60” x 26’, very strong in good condition.

ALCAN Flattener / Blowers and Densifiers

Balers (2) MAC 1850 VG Cond. Video Avail.
Colmar 3200 Portable Logger Baler, CALL!

Strip-Tec Alligator Shears/Wirestrippers/Granulators

Call Shaughnessy
All 50+ Canada: 800-549-0490
CALLSHAUGHNESSY.COM

E-Z Logger portable diesel w/crane, good 
running condition, under $60k

Yard Closing Sale!

(2) Fiat 645B Loaders, CAT 235 
Crane, Bobcat 2200 Forklift w/clamp.  
Brawler Super Solid Tires for Volvo 
L120 Loader, Hustler 60” x 15’ Steel 

Pan Shaker Conveyor, 24” Dings 
Magnetic Roller.

BALERS/9” and 10” bore cyl. Closed door. RECON’D.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
Solar project construction
started in Massachusetts

First Wind has begun construction
on 17 megawatts (MW) of solar projects
in the Massachusetts communities of
Warren and Millbury. Representing the
company’s first set of renewable energy
projects in its home state and its first
solar development, First Wind is break-
ing ground after it recently secured
financing and finalized a long-term
power purchase agreement (PPA) with
the University of Massachusetts
(UMass), as well as net metering agree-
ments with the towns of Millbury and
Orange.

First Wind’s solar project portfolio
in Massachusetts will include a 3 MW
project in Millbury and a 14 MW project
at three sites in the town of Warren. The
combined Warren projects will comprise
the second-largest solar project in Mas-
sachusetts. Construction activities will
be a source of economic activity for the
local economies by creating roughly 85
construction-related jobs and driving
spending with local businesses. The
projects will represent a significant
investment in Massachusetts and the
communities along with millions of dol-
lars in construction, materials and devel-
opment costs.

Once the projects are online, First
Wind will make annual tax payments to
each of the towns, which will provide

additional revenue to the communities –
$130,000 in taxes annually for Warren
and $50,000 annually for Millbury. First
Wind has also committed to contribute
conservation land within the host
communities. 

The majority of the power gener-
ated from the four projects will be deliv-
ered to the Lowell and Medical Center
campuses of UMass via a long-term
PPA. Through these solar projects,
UMass will save more than $1 million in
annual energy costs, or a total of more
than $30 million over the course of the
30 year agreement. 

The agreement is part of a larger
UMass initiative to cut energy costs and
reduce its carbon footprint, and it also
supports the Commonwealth’s ambitious
solar energy goals. After reaching the
state’s goal 4 years early of 250 MW of
solar energy installed in May 2013, Gov-
ernor Patrick recently announced a new
goal of 1,600 MW of solar power by
2020.

In addition to UMass, the towns of
Millbury and Orange have agreed to pur-
chase a smaller portion of the energy
generated by the projects. Orange will
realize more than $85,000 a year in elec-
tricity savings, while Millbury will see
annual savings of $110,000.

“Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter, and
those who matter don’t mind.” —Bernard M. Baruch

GM’s Rochester, New York
facility is company’s 109th to
achieve landfill-free status

Perseverance has enabled a 75 year
old General Motors manufacturing facil-
ity in Rochester, New York to go landfill
free. The journey took four years and
included seven attempts to recycle a
challenging oily filter sludge generated
from a machining operation.

The plant, which produces compo-
nents to enable better vehicle fuel effi-
ciency, and its nearly 1,100 employees
now reuse, recycle or convert to energy
all waste from daily operations. With
their achievement, GM’s landfill-free
facility count is at 109, more than any
automaker.

GM supplier Mobile Fluid Recov-
ery helped the 1.8 million sq.ft. facility
solve its final roadblock to achieve land-
fill-free status: separating a mucky mix-
ture of metal, filter paper and oil
produced by a machine that cuts metal
for fuel injector and manifold
components. 

The machine uses oil for lubrication
from a central pit. Once complete, oil
flows back to a section of the pit, carry-
ing with it small pieces of metal shav-
ings. Filters clean out the residue and
metal chips, while clean oil flows back
to the main pit to start the process again.

The solution was to centrifuge the
remaining material – spinning it like a

high-speed industrial washing machine.
The velocity makes excess oil pass
through a filter into a hose. The oil is fil-
tered further to remove air and water,
tested, and dumped back into the pit for
reuse. The remaining dried filter paper
and fine metal particles are converted
into energy. 

Employee participation was instru-
mental in recycling other waste streams
such as paper, plastic and cardboard.

Earlier in the plant’s landfill-free
journey, the team relocated dumpster
and recycling containers to better enable
convenient collection, and designed
clearer labels for easier sorting. The goal
was to make recycling easy with simple
instructions.

To increase cardboard recycling,
signage communicated the fact that GM
receives $.02 per pound if recycled ver-
sus paying $.03 per pound to send it to a
landfill. Employees read which local
recycling center receives the material
and what its next life becomes – more
cardboard and liners – after processing.
In just a year, the plant recycled 115 tons
of cardboard, more than twice as much
collected the prior year, avoiding use of
950 cu.yds. of landfill space. The plant
executed similar communications for
scrap paper and electronics. 

AUTOMOTIVE

2014 Honda Accord named
Green Car of the Year winner
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SSI Shredding Systems, Inc. 
www.ssiworld.com  |  sales@ssiworld.com  |  Tel: (503) 682-3633
Shredding everything including the kitchen sink at www.WatchItShred.com

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

 
  

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Maurer Manufacturing has hired
Tom Jansen as a territory manager to
represent the Maurer line of scrap recy-
cling trailers. 

Jansen comes to Maurer with 14
years of sales experience in various
industries. The past seven years of experi-
ence has been directly related to the scrap
recycling industry. Through this time
Jansen has developed a strong under-
standing of the industry and the require-
ments of the customer. He has also
developed many contacts in the industry
who will help lead Maurer into growth
opportunities. Jansen will call on cus-
tomers and potential customers through-
out the lower 48 states and he will
continue to reside in Oskaloosa, Iowa. 

Maurer Manufacturing
adds new salesperson

Terex Corporation has agreed to sell
its truck business to Volvo Construction
Equipment for cash proceeds of approxi-
mately $160 million. The truck business
manufactures and sells off-highway rigid
and articulated haul trucks. 

Included in the transaction is the
manufacturing facility in Motherwell,
Scotland. The sale, which is subject to
government regulatory approvals and
other customary closing conditions, is tar-
geted to close in the first half of 2014.

Terex to sell truck business
to Volvo Construction

Novelis disclosed that Karen Renner,
Novelis vice president and chief informa-
tion officer, was named Georgia chief
information officer (CIO) of the Year by
the Georgia CIO Leadership Association. 

Renner was honored by the Georgia
CIO Leadership Association for her lead-
ership, business value creation, innovation
and community involvement. Finalists for
each of the 4 categories were selected
from 125 nominations and winners were
chosen by a panel of distinguished judges
including prior Georgia CIO of the Year
award winners.

Responsible for the development and
execution of the global information tech-
nology and business information strategy
at Novelis, Renner joined the company in
2010 from GE, where she spent nearly 20
years in progressively senior IT leader-
ship roles. Under her leadership, Novelis
has undergone a significant technology
transformation, including the deployment
of global standards, introduction of new
tools to enable employees to work more
efficiently and the implementation of an
enterprise resource planning platform.

Novelis’ Renner named
Georgia CIO of the Year

Jeco Plastic Products has appointed
J&M Industries, based in Westfield, Indi-
ana, as its agent for rotationally molded
products. 

The principal of J&M Industries is
Gene Moore, who has worked with Jeco
and other rotational molders for many
years. 

Jeco Plastic Products
appoints Midwest agent

A nun, a priest and a rabbi walk into a
bar. The bartender said, “What is this?
Some kind of joke?”

Universal Lubricants has promoted
Ned Murray to vice president of envi-
ronmental services.

Murray is responsible for the com-
pany’s environmental and industrial
services division, including, used oil and
filter collection, vacuum services, indus-
trial cleaning, environmental project
management, hazardous and non-haz-
ardous waste disposal and transporta-
tion, drum removal and wastewater
collection and treatment.

Murray’s knowledge of environmen-
tal services is grounded in 30 years of
experience working with Safety-Kleen in
field services, project management and
business development, as well Clean Har-
bors, Perma-Fix Environmental Services
and MHF Logistical Solutions. He was a
vice president with Shamrock Environ-
mental Corporation prior to joining Uni-
versal Lubricants in April 2012 as
director of sales for the company’s Indus-
trial Division. In January 2013, he also
became general manager of Universal
Lubricants’ expanding South Division.
Murray is the company’s primary repre-
sentative in NORA, an association of
responsible recyclers.

Universal Lubricants names
new vice president

Covanta Holding Corporation said
that their board of directors has declared
a quarterly cash dividend of $0.165 per
share, payable on January 3, 2014 to
stockholders of record as of the close of
business on December 26, 2013.

Covanta declares
quarterly cash dividend

Terex Construction Americas named
Mike Smith as the Terex Fuchs equipment
regional sales manager for several Mid-
western and Southeastern states. Smith
now has sales and distributor development
responsibilities for Terex Fuchs material
handlers for the scrap, waste, recycling,
forestry and port markets. Smith’s territory
in the Midwest stretches from Michigan to
Kentucky and in the Southeast from Ten-
nessee and Mississippi eastward to
Florida. 

Prior to joining Terex, Smith was the
general manager for two scrap operations
in Trenton, Tennessee. It was in this posi-
tion where Smith learned the critical role
material handlers play in the success of a
scrap yard. 

Smith also brings 20 years of retail
experience to the position, working in a
variety of sales positions for heavy equip-
ment distributors and rental yards supply-
ing equipment to the construction,
infrastructure and road building industries.
This unique combination of retail and end-
user experience will allow Smith to help
customers select the right material han-
dling equipment for the application. 

Smith will be based in Southaven,
Mississippi, out of the Terex Construction
Americas office. 

Terex Construction names
Smith as sales manager 

As soon as you are certain your son or
daughter is definitely going to graduate
from college, you’ll want to encourage
them as much as possible to make a suc-
cess of themselves. The best way to do
this is to change the locks on the house.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

TechnoCycle, a Houston-based infor-
mation technology asset management and
e-waste recycling company, has doubled
its facility size to 60,000 sq.ft. to keep up
with the dramatic growth of the electronic
recycling  industry. 

Having been recognized by the Hous-
ton Business Journal as one of Houston’s
fastest growing companies from 2010 to
2013, TechnoCycle attributes its consistent
growth to providing services and compli-
ance to the constantly changing e-waste
industry. 

TechnoCycle expands
e-recycling operations

Lakewood Midstream and Energy
Spectrum Capital have recently acquired
BS&W Solutions, LLC, West OK Dis-
posal, LLC and the assets of West OK
Trucking, Inc. BS&W Solutions, LLC is
an oilfield service company that special-
izes in processing and recovering crude
production by purchasing crude oil with
high water or sediment content across the
Mid-Continent region and Permian Basin.
By utilizing centrifuge technology to sepa-
rate the water, sediment and crude oil,
BS&W processes the production into
pipeline quality crude oil and other drilling
fluids that can be used in the production
process.

West OK Disposal, LLC, an oilfield
waste disposal company, provides oilfield
waste fluid handling and disposal services
in the Mid-Continent region. The company
primarily serves oil and gas operators who
drill, operate and are responsible for the
proper disposition of fluids that are created
or used in the drilling and production of oil
and gas wells.

West OK Trucking, Inc. operates a
fleet of trucks that serve the oil and gas
industry in the Anadarko Basin and Texas
panhandle by offering transport services
for oilfield waste fluid and mud. West OK
Trucking’s other services include soil
farming and equipment rental.

BS&W and West OK
Disposal acquisitions close

Bill Dudenhoefer was promoted to
market manager-heavy industry for
Eriez.

A graduate of The Pennsylvania
State University, Dudenhoefer joined
Eriez in 1998, serving as technical sales
representative until his promotion in
2006 to separation product manager. 

As the market manager-heavy indus-
try, Dudenhoefer will oversee equipment
and orders for heavy industries, including
aggregates, ceramics, power generation,
mining, utilities and more. He will super-
vise a team of three and report to Dave
Heubel, director-North American sales.

Eriez promotes Bill
Dudenhoefer to manager

Covanta Holding Corporation
reported that Bradford J. Helgeson will
assume the position of executive vice
president and chief financial officer,
effective immediately. Helgeson has
been Covanta’s vice president and treas-
urer since 2007, and previously held
senior financial positions at Waste Serv-
ices, Inc. and worked in investment
banking with Lehman Brothers and
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette. He will
replace Sanjiv Khattri, who will actively
assist in the transition. 

Covanta Holding names
Bradford Helgeson as CFO

(336) 298-8814

vecoplanllc.com

Vecoplan is America’s
Most Trusted Recycling Expert
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Martex Fiber Southern Corp. has
acquired the Charlotte based Waste
Services Division of Bollag Interna-
tional. Bollag collects and markets tex-
tile wastes including natural and
synthetic waste, cuttings, rags and fabric
remnants. The acquisition of Bollag is
part of a larger global expansion strategy
Martex Fiber is pursuing, which
includes the June 2013 acquisition of
JBM Fibers, Inc. in Brownsville, Texas. 

The 325 employees of the Bollag
Textile Waste Service division based in
Charlotte, North Carolina, Honduras and
Nicaragua will also be joining Martex. 

Martex Fiber acquires
Bollag’s waste services

Keep America Beautiful (KAB), has
appointed Jennifer M. Jehn to lead the
organization as its new president and
chief executive officer.

Jehn is a proven leader with expan-
sive marketing and management experi-
ence. Most recently, she held several
leadership positions within Dow Jones
& Company, including serving as head
of consumer sales and circulation mar-
keting. She succeeds Matthew M.
McKenna, who left KAB to become an
investment advisor at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

Jehn will lead the nonprofit that
executes a wide range of programs and
service projects based on the knowledge
and needs of local communities – while
expanding support and increasing recog-
nition for the 60 year old organization.

Jehn serves on the board of gover-
nors for Children’s Miracle Network
Hospitals and board of directors for Trin-
ity Café and RENEW International. She
is an associate board member of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Memorial Union
and a trustee of Northland College. 

Keep America Beautiful
appoints new president

NEXT DEADLINE:  January 17Call Today  87 7-7 7 7-0737

ADVERTISING IN AMERICAN RECYCLER WORKS

I never wanted to believe that my dad
was stealing from his job as a road
worker. But when I got home, all the
signs were there. 
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WE ACCEPT CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, MASTERCARD, VISA and DISCOVER. 

Classified
ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates

$65 for up to 50 words.
Add $1 each additional word.

Display Classifieds

Text Classifieds

$70 per column inch depth,
2.5” width.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE. 

Balers

MOTOR BLOCKS
Paying TOP $ for Unclean Blocks!
METALICO ANNACO

800-394-1300

Serving Ohio & Western Pennsylvania  
Non-Ferrous Metal Specialists

Mobile Car Crushing Service 

Call Toll-Free 888-743-9001

Metalico Youngstown
Scrap solutions for business and industry. 

www.metalico.com

ISO  
9002  

 

ISO
9001: 2008

Auto Recycling

Call Gary Beagell at 607-343-0245
or Steve Barkwell at 607-343-8910 

Price: $170,000

•One owner, purchased new in 2001

•Floor and all hydraulic door cylinders have been rebuilt 
less than 1,000 hours ago

•Pusher Blocks replaced less than 1,000 hours ago

•Compaction Cylinders rebuilt less than 50 hours ago

•Bales white goods, tin, car bodies

•Crane- continuous rotation, four point grapple, 24’ 8” 
boom length

•Box Dimension-16’5” x 8’6” open/ 16’5” x 24” x 40” wide 
closed

•Able to shift from bale function to log size from the cab

•Remote available 
to load material 
and operate from 
second machine 
(i.e. Fuchs, Sennobogen)

•Engine: VM Motori Detroit
Diesel: Type/Serial Nr. 83B/ 
15 01015

RB 5000 SIERRA BALER/LOGGER

2006 BIG MAC PORTABLE CRUSHER
For sale. 2,695 hours, John Deere Engine,
good shape, road ready. $99,500 OBO.  (2)
1996 utility flatbed trailers with front and
rear headache racks, Mountain Tarp cur-
tain system, ready to haul cars, one holds
18-21 cars and the other will haul 21-23
bales. Asking $6,999 each. E-mail
lloyd@picknpullsa.com or call 210-389-7321.

NEED CASH? TURN YOUR USED
EQUIPMENT INTO CASH by selling it in
American Recycler’s Classifieds Section.
Call 877-777-0043 or visit AmericanRecy-
cler.com to place your ad today!

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE

HERBOLD’S NEW HEAVY-DUTY
PIPE SHREDDERS ARE EFFICIENT

Herbold Meckesheim USA
130 Industrial Drive
North Smithfield, RI 02896
888-612-7774
www.herboldusa.com

NEW CX AND CXF 3-WAY
SORTING SYSTEMS

The Redwave CX and CXF sorters can be used for
processing container and float glass from 2 to 50mm.
They are equipped with a completely reworked 3-way
system. By rearranging the valve units, the same high
performance at the first and second eject is guaran-
teed even for fine material. 

This unique machine concept, in combination with
quick-action eject valves and optimized nozzles,
allows for the design of more compact sorting plants
with fewer sorting steps without any loss of quality or
yield of the final products.

BT-Wolfgang
Binder GmbH
Muehlwaldstr. 21, 8200
Gleisdorf, Austria
+43 3112 8377 – 0
www.redwave.at

HOS heavy-duty pipe shredders from Herbold
reduce large, thick-walled, plastic pipes to chips
approximately 2.4 to 3.9 sq.in.  Available in 5 sizes, the
shredders can process up to about 3,400 lbs. per hour
and can handle pipes as large as 9.8’ in diameter.

A grater-like design means the blades of an HOS
shredder wear much more slowly than those of a typi-
cal pipe granulator, and the unit uses less energy and
requires less maintenance. HOS shredders are even
suitable for abrasive materials. 

AL-JON INTRODUCES THE NEW
580CL HEAVY DUTY CAR BALER

Al-jon introduces its new 580CL-HD car baler to
commemorate 50 years of building scrap processing
equipment. The innovative new box design creates
tighter bales and is capable of baling 110 to 120 cars
per day.

Field testing and rigid engineering standards have
proven that the new 580CL-HD lid and wall design can
easily bale any passenger car, ¾ ton truck or full size
van.

The new car logger comes standard with a 185 hp
engine with power upgrade options of 200 hp and
215 hp.

Al-jon Manufacturing LLC
15075 Al-jon Avenue
Ottumwa, IA 52501
800-255-6620
www.aljon.com

NORTHSHORE RELEASES NEW
TRASH HANDLING GRAPPLE

Northshore Manufacturing has introduced two new,
Builtrite branded, trash handling/sorting grapples. 

These grapples incorporate several distinct
improvements over the previous versions, including
the addition of heavy duty cylinder shrouds and abra-
sion resistant, bolt-on wear bars on the grapple edges.
These grapples are extremely versatile, capable of
handling bulky items while still able to pick and place
single items with ease. 

Northshore 
Manufacturing, Inc.
30 Recycle Center Drive
Two Harbors, MN 55616
218-834-5555
www.builtritehandlers.com

KAWASAKI RELEASES 70Z7
TIER4I WHEEL LOADER

The 70Z7 has retained Kawasaki’s IntelliTech func-
tions such as the IntelliDig system, the QuickCycle
function and the FlexShift feature. But unlike its larger-
sized classmates, the 70s intelligence works behind
the scenes, so many of its operations perform without
human intervention. The 70 is also incredibly easy to
run. Its high-intensity LCD monitor, straightforward
dash arrangement, and intuitive systems make it ideal
for rental purposes as well as operations where oper-
ator skills run the spectrum.

KCMA Corporation
2140 Barrett Park Drive
Kennesaw, Georgia 30144
770-499-7000
www.kawasakiloaders.com
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2008 Cat M318D MH - 4,700 hrs., hydraulic cab riser, A/C, 
36 ft. MH boom & stick, outriggers, solid tires, NEW gen set, 
and grapple. PRICE REDUCED!!!!!!!  $209,500

PRICEREDUCED!

2010 Cat M322D MH - 3,800 hrs., hydraulic cab, A/C, 41 ft. MH
boom & stick, outriggers, solid tires, camera, gen set, and
grapple.  $239,500

800-225-0623
after hours: 843-324-8487

sales@kuhnequipment.com

2006 Hitachi ZX270LC-3 equipped w/rebuilt LaBounty MSD50
Series III Straight Shear with full warranty.  Through shop,
serviced, and ready to go!!!  $189,500

2006 Hitachi ZX270LC - 3 equipped with LaBounty MSD2000R
mobile shear with 360 degree rotation and less than 250 hours
since complete factory rebuild.  Through shop, checked,
serviced, and ready to go!!!  $219,500

PRICE

REDUCED!

2005 Liebherr A934B MH - 9,600 hrs., hydraulic cab riser,
A/C, 50 ft. MH boom & stick, outriggers, NEW solid tires, gen
set, and grapple.  $189,500

PRICEREDUCED!

Material Handlers Material Handlers

Material Handlers

CATERPILLAR

2008 M325 (rubber) 50' reach, hydraulic cab, 
gen-set, grapple. 
FUCHS

2002 MHL331 (rubber) 36' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
1995 MHL340 REBUILT (rubber) 41' reach, 
hyd. cab, gen-set, grapple.
2006 MHL 340 (rubber) 41' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set, grapple. 
2005 MHL350 (rubber) 50' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen set, grapple (4 available).
2003 MHL360 (rubber) 59’ reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple.
2005 MHL360 (rubber) 59’ reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple (2 available).
LIEBHERR

2008 A954 (rubber) 59' reach, 7’ rigid cab 
riser, gen-set, grapple and new engine.
2007 A934C (rubber) 51' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple. 
2005 Liebherr R934EW (crawler) 51' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set, grapple. 
1999 A902 (rubber) 37' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, 2-tine rotating/sorting grapple.
2006, 2008 & 2009 A924C (rubber) 42' reach, 
hyd. cab, gen-set, grapple.
2003 R924 (crawler) 42’ reach, new undercar-
riage, 4’ cab riser, gen-set.
1994 A932 REBUILT (rubber) 48' reach, hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
1995 A932 (rubber) 50’ reach, 4’ cab riser, 
gen-set.
SENNEBOGEN

2007 & 2008 821M (rubber) 36' reach, hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
2007 825M (rubber) 41' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple.
2003 830M (rubber) 50' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple.
2004 & 2005 835M (rubber) 55’ reach hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
ATLAS

2003 1704 (crawler) 39' reach, 4’ tilting cab 
riser, gen-set, grapple. 
1996 1804 (crawler) 48’ reach, 2’ cab riser, 
gen-set, grapple.
SHEARS

2007 Hitachi Zaxis 520LCH-3 with Genesis 
1000R rotating shear.
2006 Caterpillar 345CL-VG12 with Cat S385C 
rotating shear.
2005 Kobelco SK210 with rebuilt pump; 
LaBounty MSD 40 straight shear with rebuilt 
cylinder.
MISCELLANOUS

2006 Al-jon 580 CL portable baler with 4,600 
hours, crane and grapple.
2005 & 2006 Komatsu PW220-7 (rubber tired) 
41' reach, hydraulic cab, gen-set, grapple.
2007 Komatsu WA-250-5 wheel loader with 
5,930 hours, quick coupler, forks, 2.5 cy. GP 
bucket, 3.25 cy. grapple bucket, on-board 
scale.
2003 MultiDocker CH65B REBUILT (crawler) 
72' reach barge loading material handler.
2001 New Holland EW200 (rubber) solid tires, 
new Baldor gen-set, new magnet. 
NEW 4 or 5 tine rotating hydraulic grapples 
all sizes with rotation & link.
NEW 28” to 40” diameter magnets designed 
to work off of the machines batteries – 
complete system, NO gen-set required and 
very easy to install.

800-472-0453

EQUIPMENT
INTERNATIONAL

800-225-0623
after hours: 843-324-8487

sales@kuhnequipment.com

Factory Rebuilt Genesis GXP990R MAXX w/360º rotation 
and a 6 month warranty.  Cat 345 bracket.  $205,000

Factory Rebuilt Genesis GXP990R MAXX w/360º rotation 
and a 6 month warranty.  Cat 345 bracket.  $205,000

Factory Rebuilt LaBounty MSD2500R with 360º rotation
and a 90 day warranty.  Cat 330D bracket.  $125,000

Genesis GMS500R with 360º rotation.  Through shop and
work ready.  $79,500

Rebuilt Genesis GXP400R with 360º rotation $89,500

NEW Genesis GDP650 "Demo Pro", 7500 lb. concrete 
steel processor with 360º rotation and a one year Genesis
warranty.  $89,500

2005 Liebherr A924B MH - Hydraulic cab, 42 ft. MH boom
& stick, generator, grapple, outriggers, and solid tires. 
$139,500

Mobile Scrap Shears

800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

GEN-SETS
MAGNETS
GRAPPLES

ORANGE PEEL GRAPPLE, BRAND
NEW! 3/4-yard 4-tine orange peel grapple
with 15-ton 360° rotator. Show floor model
for sale, SPECIAL PRICE: $18,800. Please
call Moley Magnetics at 716-434-4023 or
visit www.MoleyMagneticsInc.com.

Henderson, NC 27537

‘89 MAC CAR CRUSHER

471 Detroit. Runs well.

919-516-3195

$38,500

Crushers

412.562.0891 tel
412.562.0892 fax

info@sternerconsulting.com

sternerconsulting.com

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

VALUATION & FUNDING PACKAGES

We do Business Valuations and Financial Proforma
Forecasting for all solid waste business or permit

activities.  If you are thinking about a transaction,
financing, or business succession... 

Call or email :

WHAT ARE YOU WORTH?

FERROUS NONFERROUS AUTO SAL-
VAGE, 20+ years old, up to 100 acres avail-
able in northwest Pennsylvania and within
approximately 100 miles of all major shred-
ders, includes roll-off and tilt bed service,
industrial/commercial/peddler trade. Great
potential for U-Pull-It yard with aluminum
smelter and mini shredder. Partial financing
or J.V. possible: belltownbabe@gmail.com
or fax 626-605-8120. 

Businesses

™Our exclusive No Worries 
Guarantee ensures that if 
you purchase new or
reconditioned recycling 
equipment from OBC and 
are not completely satisfied, 
we’ll make it right or take it 
back. No worries. Period.

Balers

CONTINUED on Page A22

NOW PLACE YOUR TEXT
CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE!

—Always Available—
24 HOURS PER DAY/7 DAYS PER WEEK

www.AmericanRecycler.com

NEXT DEADLINE:
January 17

ADVERTISE! What do you have to gain?
Call 877-777-0043 today!
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SALVAGE YARD SOFTWARE. Auto recy-
clers yard management system for Win-
dows™ by Rossknecht Software. Obtain
extra revenue from scrap vehicles.
Includes vehicle parts breakdown, invoic-
ing, bar code tags, digital pictures,
reports, towing, sales history, bookkeep-
ing. New: Scrap purchase invoice and
prints checks; send your inventory to your
website. $750 complete, no monthly fees.
Visit www.rossknecht.com, e-mail
arsales@rossknecht.com. Free demo CD
303-884-5315.

● New skidsteer alligator shear,  
    great for cutting radiators, etc., $5,500
● Can CD 1000 can densifier, with conveyor,
    automated, new price, $13,900
● Al-jon 200 portable tin & appliance baler, $25,000
● REM can flattener & blower, $7,500
● Aljon 400 portable logger/ baler, $75,000
● Aljon portable car crusher, diesel $14,500
● New 9kw genset with gas engine, $12,400
● New RES alligator shears, USA built, 12” to 
    25” — call for pricing!

320-219-7711 / www.scrapyardequip.com

New, aluminum can densifier,
portable or stationary, gas or
electric, prices starting at $6,950 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Floor scales: 4 x 4 5,000 lbs. $685. 
    5 x 5 5,000 lbs. $730. Ship free! 

Crane scales 250 lbs. and up
    start at $596.25. 

Bench scales 100 lb. and up
    start at $265. 

Truck scales start at $6,124.50. 

NTEP SCALES
LEGAL FOR TRADE

770-542-0230 | mail@awscales.com
www.AmericanWeigh.com

American Weigh Scales

All scales pre-calibrated.  Other sizes/capacities. 

fabric structures

Sustainable  

Design-Build Solutions

Call one of our ClearSpan specialists today at  
1.866.643.1010 or visit us at www.ClearSpan.com/ADAR.

  

  

  

  

  

  

WANTED TO BUY 
USED RECYCLING EQUIPMENT

HOVDE RECYCLING EQUIPMENT
800-617-5219 or 480-699-2460

steven@scrapequip.com / scrapequip.com

TO SEE OUR INVENTORY PLEASE VISIT
www.sargentsequipment.com
OR CALL US AT 708-758-2062

Your Complete Source
for Recycling Equipment

We Service What We Sell

Harris Balers
Genesis Shears 

LBX Material Handlers
Used Equipment

518-424-1168
www.RecyclingFurnaces.com

Hi-efficiency, new technology.
INCREASE PROFITS!
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           Also:
PARTS • REPAIR • CUSTOM BUILDS

SWEAT FURNACES Software

Scales

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

KAGI
MULTI-FUEL

WASTE
OIL

BURNERS

with

MADE IN THE USA

®

by 
   Siebring

The

FREE HEAT
& DISPOSAL of USED OIL

888-866-5244
www.KAGIBURNER.com

KAGI Heating Supplies

EPA
APPROVED

Wanted

WE BUY GAS drained from salvaged
vehicles! Call today: 855-218-3013,
info@lambfuels.com, www.lambfuels.com. 

Perry Videx LLC • 609-288-4046
fgarcia@perryvidex.com • www.perryvidex.com

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• 35" x 70" Amer. Pulv. 2006 shredder w/ram 
• 62 mm Erema 2002 Pelletizing line 
• 6" and 8" OD underwater pelletizing lines 
• 50" Cumberland "Hog" grinder, 200HP 

Miscellaneous

Material Handlers

800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

      41’ reach, 
  hydraulic cab, 
solid tires, gen-set 
     & grapple. 
      $170,000

2006 Komatsu PW 220-7

www.HescoMachinery.com
CALL JOHN DAVIS

952-944-3611

NEW 26" to 40"
MAGNETS AVAILABLE

Battery Operated
No Generator Required

Simple Installation
on Your Excavator

Forklift or Wheel Loader

800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

 No gen-set required!
Up to 40" that run off of machine’s batteries.

IRON AX ENVIRO-RACKIRON AX ENVIRO-RACK

The Enviro-Rack is the most 
superior auto fluid removal 
and dismantling system on 

the market today. 

Complete fluid removal in less than 5 minutes!

877-247-6629 • IronAx.com

Equipped w/Dudley Shear 150 R-N HD. Well
maintained, 3,819 hours since new. Shear
rotates 105°. Has all parts, service and main-
tenance manuals. Call Jack:
Michigan Truck Parts / 734-722-3800

‘89 Daewoo
DH180LC

WE ACCEPT CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, MASTERCARD, VISA and DISCOVER. 

Classified
ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates

$65 for up to 50 words.
Add $1 each additional word.

Display Classifieds

Text Classifieds

$70 per column inch depth,
2.5” width.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE. 

LEGAL-FOR-TRADE NTEP APPROVED
Floor scales 4’x 4’ 5 or 10,000 lbs. $680*
Floor scales 5’x 5’ 5 or 10,000 lbs. $725*
*FREE SHIPPING ON FLOOR SCALES
Crane Scales 250 lbs. & up start @ $395
Bench Scales 100 lbs. & up start @ $195

Vehicle/Truck scales start @ 5950
All scales pre-calibrated by licensed 
technicians with certified test weights
Other sizes and capacities available
Printers-Scoreboards-Parts in-stock

We welcome special applications.
Call 843-278-0324 for a quote.

MADE IN USA

sales@icscale.com
www.icscale.com

NEXT DEADLINE:
January 17

ADVERTISING IN AMERICAN RECY-
CLER is one of the smartest things
you can do for your business! It’s also
one of the easiest ways to increase
your sales income. Call 877-777-0043.
All ads are also shown on
AmericanRecycler.com FREE!





RECENT TRADE-IN = GREAT DEAL! CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

2007 OVERBUILT CAR CRUSHER.............................. $90,000
2009 E-Z LOG BALER................................................. $120,000

10 Foot Opening 
Advanced Oil Recovery System
State-of-the-Art Automation System
400-gallon Fuel Tank and Optional 
Auxiliary Fuel Pump
Optional High-speed Oil Bypass System
Economical 4-cylinder and Electrical 
Models
22' & 24' Length Car Crushers 
Also Available

20’ Charge Box
Heavy-Duty Knuckle Boom
Superior Lift and Reach

Huron, South Dakota

800-548-6469
605-352-6469

www.OverBuilt.com
sales@overbuilt.com
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10’ High

20’ 3” Long

HIGH-SPEED CAR CRUSHER
 Selling
CRUSHER!

OVERHEAD CONTROLSOVERHEAD CONTROLSOVERHEAD CONTROLSOVERHEAD CONTROLS

HEAT & A/C UNITHEAT & A/C UNITHEAT & A/C UNITHEAT & A/C UNIT

COMPRESSED AIRCOMPRESSED AIRCOMPRESSED AIRCOMPRESSED AIR

ALUMINUM CANSALUMINUM CANS

HIGH-SPEED BALER/LOGGER
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There are MUCH better
ways to get new business.

Go on inside, put your feet up
and give us a call.  We’ll design the

ads for you, for free. Now that’s value.

877-777-0737 | www.AmericanRecycler.com

PLEASE BUY!

More states ban organic waste in landfills
After a six-month program in which

restaurants volunteered to keep commer-
cial food waste out of landfills, New
York City is planning to ban food scraps
from hotels, hospitals and other large
generators from being landfilled entire-
ly. The city would join Northeastern
states Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Vermont, as well as West Coast cities
Seattle, San Francisco and Portland, all
of which have banned landfill disposal
of food waste from large commercial
food waste generators.

The New York City proposal made
by Mayor Michael Bloomberg in
November 2013 would affect facilities
generating more than one ton of food
waste per week. It would require food
waste to be collected and sent to a com-
posting facility or to an anaerobic
digester for conversion to energy.
Bloomberg’s office said the bill would
affect less than five percent of the city’s
largest food waste generators. However,
it would reportedly cover 30 percent of
commercial organic waste, or more than
250,000 tons annually.

Connecticut was the first state to
ban commercial food waste from land-
fills. In 2011, it passed a state law
requiring generators of two or more tons
of food waste per week to recycle the
materials rather than sending them to a
landfill if located within 20 miles of a
suitable recycling facility.

In Vermont, a similar 2012 law also
banned food waste from landfills. Like
Connecticut, its law limited the ban to
large generators located within 20 miles
of a recycling facility. The Vermont law,
however, gradually expanded coverage
in a series of steps. Only commercial
generators of two tons of food waste per
week or more were required to comply
at first. By 2020, however, all food
waste will be banned from Vermont
landfills.

In June 2013, Connecticut partially
adopted Vermont’s graduated expansion
approach. The state passed a new law
that expanded coverage of its landfill
food waste ban to facilities generating a

ton of food waste per week, starting in
2020.

Massachusetts is the latest state to
move to ban commercial food from
landfills. In July 2013, the Massachu-
setts Department of Environmental Pro-
tection proposed requiring commercial
food waste generators, defined as those
producing a ton or more per week, to
donate or re-purpose the food instead of
sending it to the landfill. Any waste that
could not be donated would have to be
used for composting, anaerobic digest-
ing or animal feed. That ban is set to
take effect July 1, 2014. 

Organizations that have been in
New York City’s voluntary program
described generally positive experi-
ences. More than 100 restaurants took
part in the Food Waste Challenge and
reported diverting more than 2,500 tons
of food waste from landfills over 6
months. The mayor’s office said more
than 50 of the participants had achieved
the goal of diverting 50 percent of food
waste.

Herve Houdre, general manager at
the InterContinental New York Barclay,
said the hotel had diverted more than 70
percent of waste using on-site organic
waste processing and other techniques.
Overall, giving food away to non-profit
nutrition programs was a key part of the
initiative, as the city said more than 25
percent of the food waste diversion came
through donations to food banks.

Melissa Autilio Fleischut, president
and CEO of the New York State Restau-
rant Association lauded the program and
indicated support for Bloomberg’s
efforts. “The Food Waste Challenge
proves that sending less to landfills is
good for both business and the planet,”
Fleischut said in a press release. “The
New York State Restaurant Association
looks forward to working with the city
to advance this initiative in a responsible
way that works for everyone.”

Officials of Yankee Stadium and
JetBlue, as well as celebrity chef Mario
Batali, also expressed support for divert-
ing food waste. Stadiums and airports
would be among the facilities affected
by the expansion of the food waste
reduction program.

New York City is working with
startup software company MintScraps to
create a cloud-based software program
that will help restaurants, supermarkets
and others monitor and track food waste
streams. In addition to enabling users to
visually identify wasteful locations, the
app will create an online marketplace
where businesses can post leftover food
availability and non-profits and food
banks can search for food to pick up.

MintScraps said the app can save
restaurants money by reducing waste
disposal fees and food purchasing costs
and also provide benefits in the form of
tax deductions for donated food. Users
will enter data such as the amount of
food waste generated, and the app will
help them figure disposal costs and
potential savings. Charts and graphs will
help users track the amount of food

by MARK HENRICKS
mhenricks@americanrecycler.com

PHOTO BY BERTOLD WERKMANN | DREAMSTIME

See FOOD BANS, Page 2

Some states have enacted laws requiring organic waste to be diverted from landfills to either composting
facilities, or anaerobic digesters such as this one for processing into alternative fuels. 



waste sent to landfills as well as the
quantity recycled and composted.

Ultimately, the app’s developers
hope to replace manual data input with
an automated system using sensor tech-
nology and color coded bags. The appli-
cation will be made available free to par-
ticipants in the Food Waste Challenge.

New York City’s Food Waste Chal-
lenge and the proposed ban on commer-
cial food waste in landfills is part of the
city’s goal of diverting 75 percent of all
solid waste from landfills by 2030.
Bloomberg’s term expired in January,
but he said the success of the voluntary
program suggests the city’s goal may be
feasible for his successor, Bill de Blasio.
In a statement, Bloomberg said, “New
York City’s food industry has demon-
strated that substantially cutting waste
by diverting it to productive uses is not
only possible, but achievable.”

A Letter from
the Editor

www.AmericanRecycler.comPage B2, January 2014

Dave Fournier
Focus Section Editor
david@americanrecycler.com
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Readers,
Welcome back. I hope you all

had a restful holiday season. While
we were busy shopping, wrapping
and ringing in the New Year, the
White House was scrambling to
salvage the reputation of President
Obama’s Affordable Care Act.

The law continues to be an
embarrassment to the administra-
tion. After refusing Republican
requests to delay the individual
mandate (going so far as to allow a
government shutdown), the website
rollout was hugely flawed and pre-
vented (the few) people who want-
ed to enroll from doing so. Then 4
million people lost their individual
insurance plans, despite President
Obama’s oft-repeated mantra, “If
you like your current plan, you can
keep it.” After being caught in that
largish falsehood, the administra-
tion backtracked, and announced
that insurers could continue to
offer the non-ACA compliant plans
for another year before forcing
consumers to “upgrade.” 

And now, President Obama
has gone and unilaterally altered
the requirements of the law again.
Days before the deadline for
enrolling in a plan to avoid fines
for not having healthcare, Obama
announced that those who had their
non-ACA compliant plans can-
celed could enroll in catastrophic
plans that were previously not
allowed under the rules because
they don’t provide the mandated
levels of benefits.

This decision, this late in the
game, is unfair and counterproduc-
tive. These less expensive plans
were not available to the early
adopters, who may now be enrolled
in plans that they cannot or do not
want to afford. Additionally, the
whole purpose of the ACA is to
compel enough healthy people to
pay insurance premiums to offset
the costs of insuring the sick and
elderly. These catastrophic plans
will likely keep younger and poor-
er – but healthier – individuals out
of the insurance marketplace, leav-
ing insurance companies with sick-
er customers who need more med-
ical procedures, thereby necessitat-
ing that they increase premiums to
stay profitable.

You’d better not enroll in an
insurance plan today – the admin-
istration will probably change the
rules tomorrow. 

Ad space is limited, 
so don’t wait...
877-777-0043
www.AmericanRecycler.com
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According to California’s Department
of Resources Recycling and Recovery
(CalRecycle), Californians throw away
nearly 6 million tons of food each year.
The City of Oxnard’s Environmental
Resources Division is teaming up with
Whole Foods and St. John’s Hospital to
address this issue on the local level with a
new commercial food waste recycling
pilot program. In just one month, the pro-
gram is showing tons of success: Whole
Foods and St. John’s Regional Medical
Center have already diverted more than 20
tons of food waste from local landfills.

Staff members from each company
received on-site training by City of
Oxnard staff. Topics included logistical
considerations, the importance of sepa-
rating food waste from other materials
and the use of specially designated 64
gallon containers. Now that the pilot
program is up and running, the City col-
lects food waste from each business
three times per week. The food waste is
processed with other organic materials
(grass clippings, leaves and tree trim-
mings) to make a valuable resource:
high quality compost for area growers
and landscapers. The food waste is
received by Agromin, where the City is
already delivering green waste.

“Up until a few years ago, food
waste usually ended up in a landfill,”
said Bill Camarillo, Agromin CEO.
“With new technology and strong com-
mitments from businesses and cities
such as Whole Foods, St. John’s and
Oxnard, food waste is now being seen as
an excellent source to create compost
and biofuel. Anytime we can turn waste
into something useful is a win for our
community and the environment.”

According to John Bennett, the
associate general manager at the Whole
Foods in Oxnard, “Initial results over-
whelmingly exceeded expectations. In

just the first week, approximately four
tons of food waste were collected for
processing into compost.” 

“Composting food waste turns a
formerly discarded material into a valu-
able resource and extends the life of our
landfills,” said Todd Housley, environ-
mental resources superintendent for the
City of Oxnard.

“We are hoping that this pilot pro-
gram with Whole Foods and St. John’s
Regional Medical Center will set the stan-
dard to serve as a model for future com-
mercial food waste and recycling efforts,”
said Housley.

Oxnard’s new commercial food waste
pilot program showing tons of success

Food bans
■Continued from Page 1

PHOTO COURTESY OF WHOLE FOODS

Did you hear about the butcher who
backed into his meat grinder?

He got behind in his orders. 



The Montgomery County Resource
Recovery Facility (RRF), operated by
Covanta Montgomery, Inc., celebrated
the milestone of processing 10 million
tons of post-recycled municipal solid
waste into clean, renewable energy. 

The energy-from-waste facility is
owned by the Northeast Maryland
Waste Disposal Authority and began
commercial operation in August 1995
to sustainably dispose of Montgomery
County’s post-recycled waste. By
recovering energy from 10 million tons
of waste at the RRF instead of dispos-
ing waste in landfills, the County has: 

•Produced 5.7 billion kilowatt
hours of electricity – enough to power
Washington D.C. for 6 months; 

•Offset 10 million tons of green-
house gases, the equivalent to the
avoided emissions from almost 2 mil-
lion cars; 

•Recycled 260 thousand tons of
ferrous metal – enough to replace 1,136
miles of rail from Washington, D.C. to
New Orleans; and,

•Saved landfill space equal to
waste piled 1.4 miles high on a football
field.

The RRF is a key component to the
County’s integrated solid waste man-
agement system, which includes robust
recycling programs. The County con-
sistently achieves a recycling rate
exceeding 50 percent – far above the
national average. Waste that remains
after recycling is sent to the RRF for
energy recovery where up to 52 MW of
clean energy is generated – enough to
power approximately 38,000 homes
continuously. 

Montgomery County utilizes a
unique rail system to transfer waste and
avoid truck traffic associated with the
facility. All waste is first delivered to
the Shady Grove Transfer Station in
Derwood, compacted into intermodal

steel waste containers and then loaded
onto railcars. The waste is then trans-
ferred 20 miles via rail to the RRF in
Dickerson. There the containers are off-
loaded and trucked from the on-site rail
yard to the facility’s enclosed refuse
building. Residue that remains from the
process is loaded into sealed containers
and shipped by rail. By using rail to
deliver waste to the facility, the County
has avoided 9 billion road-miles of
truck traffic and the associated emis-
sions from approximately 225,000,000
diesel truck trips since its operation
began in 1995. 

In 2010, 2005 and 1998 the facility
received the “Gold Waste to Energy

Excellence Award” from the Solid
Waste Association of North America.
This award considered all aspects of
waste to energy operations and repre-
sents the highest level of excellence
among the nation’s energy-from-waste
facilities. Other awards received
include, the American Society of
Mechanical Engineering Excellence in
WTE Operations Award, the American
Association of Environmental Engi-
neers Grand Prize for Operations/Man-

agement and the American Society of
Civil Engineering Outstanding Civil
Engineering Project Award. 

As operators of the facility, Covan-
ta Montgomery is an active member of
the community and supports a number
of local organizations such as Western
Upper Montgomery County Help, 4H,
the Upper Montgomery County Volun-
teer Fire Department and Local Relay
for Life. 
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Montgomery County RRF hits 10 million ton milestone
PHOTO COURTESY OF JAMES F. REGAN, COVANTA ENERGY CORPORATION

Georgia facility to produce
fuels from waste biomass

Concord Blue USA, Inc. and Lanza-
Tech have entered into an agreement to
integrate their technologies to demon-
strate the production of fuels and chemi-
cals from waste materials.

LanzaTech will install a Concord
Blue Reformer at its Freedom Pines
facility in Soperton, Georgia to convert
waste biomass from regional forestry
operations into syngas. The syngas will
be converted by LanzaTech’s proprietary
gas fermentation process into a range of
biofuels and chemicals. The integration
and testing at Freedom Pines will serve
as an important step towards commer-
cialization of the integrated technologies
for multiple projects that both compa-
nies have under contract and in develop-
ment.

“As the U.S. continues to diversify
its energy mix and produce more domes-
tic energy, low carbon fuels derived from
waste woody biomass and municipal
solid waste will play an increasingly
important role,” said Dr. Jennifer Holm-
gren, CEO of LanzaTech. “Our partner-

ship with Concord Blue will enable us to
extend our technology to these important
resources.”

Concord Blue has developed a
closed-loop, commercially proven, non-
incineration process that recycles nearly
any form of waste, including landfill
waste and sewage sludge, into energy at
virtually any scale. By working closely
with businesses, governments and com-
munities around the globe, Concord
Blue creates tailored solutions that safe-
ly and effectively dispose of waste
streams while producing clean energy
through advanced waste conversion.

LanzaTech’s technology has earned
a global sustainability certification from
the Roundtable on Sustainable Biomate-
rials at a pre-commercial facility in
China. The process is able to produce
fuels and chemicals through the capture
and reuse of a variety of gas streams,
such as syngas, from gasified biomass,
municipal solid waste and waste gases
from industrial processes.

The Montgomery County facility uses a rail system to bring in waste and avoid truck traffic, thereby avoiding over 9 billion road miles to date. 



Chippers and grinders are used in
the processing of organic materials,
such as those commonly found in
municipal biomass or in waste-to-fuel
operations. Chippers typically produce
a thin, uniform, rectangular-shape prod-
uct. The machines are not tolerant of
non-wood contaminants and can be
damaged when exposed to those materi-
als. Small chippers process items such
as branches and large chippers can
process whole trees but generally not
waste materials.

Grinders, usually high-speed ham-
mermills, break wood into various
sizes, resulting in a shredded appear-
ance. Unlike chippers, grinders tend to
be quite tolerant of non-wood items
such as dirt, rocks or nails. The
machines are typically available in ver-
tical or horizontal feed designs, and in
stationary or portable configurations.

Art Murphy is the marketing man-
ager at Continental Biomass Industries
(CBI). The company manufactures
equipment for a variety of grinding,
chipping and shredding needs. After the
success of CBI’s Magnum Force 6800
grinder, the company went back to the
drawing board to apply the same princi-
ples to a machine designed for lower
production needs or transportation
restrictions. The end result of that effort
is the Magnum Force 5800 – a mid-
sized, strong, upswing grinder. 

“The offset helix rotor, anvil and
screen designs and dimensions remain
similar to the 6800 to retain its superior
grinding performance, however, the
rotor width is decreased to produce a
machine with a total width under 8’6”.
Each component was scrutinized,
weight was engineered out where it

wasn’t needed and engineered in where
it was. The 5800 weighs 64,850 lbs.
with the capability of producing up to
100 tons per hour,” Murphy stated.

The grinder is engineered for land
clearing and logging companies and
yard waste and demolition wood
processors, and mulch yard customers
who demand high-volume throughput
and maximum reliability. The 5800 fea-
tures a high lift upper roll for ease of
maintenance; high torque, hydrostatic
feed system; PT Tech hydraulic PTO;
and a Caterpillar engine. High strength
drum rotor and screen system are shear
pin protected. The entire system is con-

trolled by CBI’s Intelli-
Grind logic, incorporat-
ing a variable infeed
speed that automatically
adjusts to engine load
and an optional modem
communications system
that provides for real-
time system diagnostics.
Murphy noted, “The
5800 meets specific size
constraints but still pro-
vides all of the design
features and ingenuity
that makes strength and

performance of CBI machines
legendary.”

Vecoplan designs, engineers, and
manufactures drum chippers, and both
vertically fed and horizontally fed
rotary wood grinders. Their VTH Series
drum chippers produce high quality
chips for the production
of fuel, chipboard, paper
and wood pulp.

According to Kim
James, marketing/com-
munications director,
“The production of
alternative and renew-
able fuels from any type
of biomass, but espe-
cially wood is one of the
biggest trends in this
industry.” He said the
most common applica-
tion in the U.S. for their
VTH drum chippers is
in plants producing
wood pellets for export.

“Disk chippers are
more commonly used in the U.S. Drum
chippers differ from traditional disk
chippers because drum chippers are
more universal. They can handle all dif-

ferent types and shapes of wood with-
out any change to the machine while
disk chippers are only useful for
straight logs without branches. When
comparing similarly sized machines,
drum chippers can handle larger diame-
ters than disk chippers,” explained
James.

Vecoplan’s VAZ series rotary wood
grinders are used in a wide variety of
applications from simple volume reduc-
tion of wood waste prior to land-filling
or composting, to preparing wood and
other biomass for conversion to alterna-
tive fuels including pellets, cellulosic
ethanol and other second generation
bio-fuels. Grinders are also used to pro-
duce simple boiler fuel, animal bed-
ding, mulch and material to be used in
the production of particleboard or other
composite materials such as wood or
plastic decking. There are 12 grinder
models to choose from, available in
hundreds of configurations. The VAZ
series grinders feature true dump and
run operation. Fed vertically via a hop-
per positioned above the cutting cham-
ber, the user can dump material into the
hopper, push a button and walk away.

Vecoplan also offers the VTH-VU
series horizontal wood grinders. The
machines are designed specifically for
size reduction of wood strips, edge
rippings, slabs and all long wood
scrap, as well as lineal plastic scrap
such as siding and vinyl widow pro-
files. The VTH-VU series contains 6
different models, ranging from 40 to

125 hp. Infeed widths range from 12”
to 33”. Larger, custom models are also
available.

Wood Chippers/
Grinders

EQUIPMENT 
SPOTLIGHT 

N
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Manufacturer List

Bandit Industries, Inc.
Jason Morey
800-952-0178 
www.banditchippers.com

Continental Biomass Industries, Inc.
Art Murphy
603-382-0556
www.cbi-inc.com

Diamond Z
Pat Crawford
208-585-2929
www.diamondz.com

Doppstadt US LLC
Chris Pap
440-937-3225
www.doppstadtus.com

DuraTech Industries
Bob Strahm
800-243-4601
www.duratechindustries.net

HogZilla Grinders
Tim Wenger
785-284-3454
www.hogzilla.com 

Morbark, Inc. 
Nate Everest
989-866-2381
www.morbark.com

Rayco Mfg., Inc.
JR Bowling
800-392-2686
www.raycomfg.com

Rotochopper
Andy Brick
320-548-3586
www.rotochopper.com

Vecoplan, LLC
Kim James
336-861-6070
www.vecoplanllc.com

Vermeer 
Jason Zylstra
641-628-3141
www.vermeer.com

Warren& Baerg Mfg., Inc.
Wendell Spray
800-344-2131
www.warrenbaerg.com

WEIMA America, Inc. 
Madison Burt
803-802-7170
www.weimaamerica.com

West Salem Machinery Co.
Mark Lyman
800-722-3530
www.westsalem.com 

by MARY M. COX
maryc@americanrecycler.com

Continental Biomass Industries, Inc.

West Salem Machinery Co.

See SPOTLIGHT, Page 5



“The processing volume of our cus-
tomers varies widely from the small
woodworker processing a few hundred
pounds of their own wood waste scrap in
a year to the City of Edmonton which
will produce 100,000 dry metric tons of
refuse derived fuel per year, using their
Vecoplan Alternative Fuel Feedstock
Preparation system,” James noted.

Vecoplan was founded in 1969 as a
manufacturer of innovative, high quality
wood chippers. The company has a glob-
al array of agencies and there are over
10,000 Vecoplan machines and systems
in operation throughout the world. “If
you are involved in recycling, processing
alternative fuel feedstocks, or any type
of waste processing, Vecoplan is your
best source for cutting-edge technolo-
gies to do it better and a partner to grow
with,” said James.

West Salem Machinery (WSM)
manufactures vertical and horizontal
grinders, shredders, hammermills, tram-
mel, disc and oscillating screens and
vibrating conveyors/screens. 

“WSM has over 65 years of experi-
ence designing and manufacturing the
most rugged machinery and complete
recycling systems available, with the
application expertise and flexibility to
customize the right solution for our cus-
tomers,” said Mark Lyman, president.

Lyman reports that WSM grinder
designs feature heavy steel housings,
fully machined rotors, massive alloy
steel hammers with replaceable/rebuild-

able tips, heavy-duty
modular sizing screens
and unique pivoting top
cases for quick and easy
maintenance to the inside
of the grinder.

“One of our cus-
tomers at a large, high-
tech, recycling plant is
processing C&D waste
into value-added end
products with two large
WSM vertical grinders.
The complete grinding
systems include two 500-
hp grinders with infeed
chutes, support structures, access plat-
forms, and motor starters to turn the pre-
sorted C&D and urban wood waste into
boiler fuel and mulch products – at 80
tons per hour,” Lyman said.

To help customers reduce operating
costs and increase energy efficiency,
WSM offers complete systems using
screening and size reduction technolo-
gies. “These highly efficient systems are
ideal for many types of materials includ-
ing green waste, food waste, C&D waste
and urban wood waste. WSM Grinders
are part of a complete recycling system
that can process RDF, MSW, land clear-
ing, biofuels, wood energy, green waste,
cellulosic ethanol, and fiber for densified
fuel,” stated Lyman.

In response to the emerging trend in
food waste recycling, WSM offers Bio-
Prep™ Systems, specifically designed to
provide complete fiber preparation of

food waste and organic waste for anaero-
bic digestion. Lyman said BioPrep is
unique in that it features mill duty
screening, shredding and milling
machinery to deliver properly sized
feedstock for the biofuel/biochemical
conversion process. In WSM’s screening
and size reduction test lab, customers
can have various feedstocks tested to
improve their operations and help make
informed machine purchases. Lyman
noted that for green or dry wood fiber
preparation; biomass fuel preparation;
fiber prep for pellets, briquettes, or co-
firing; converting ag-residuals for bio-
fuels; mulch processing; animal bed-
ding; or other fine-grind materials, the
lab can simulate various size production
settings and determine production rate
and volume, and provide detailed screen
analysis.
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EQUIPMENT
SPOTLIGHT

NA
R
To be included in the spotlight,

you must manufacture the equip-
ment featured. We require a compa-
ny name, contact person, telephone
number and, if applicable, a website
address.

To be listed in the appropriate
spotlight, please call 877-777-0043.

UPCOMING TOPICS

02/14 Demolition Equipment

03/14 Attachments

04/14 Primary Reduction Shredders

05/14 Auto Crushers

American Recycler is not responsible for
non-inclusion of manufacturers and their
equipment. Manufacturers are to contact
American Recycler to ensure their com-
pany is listed in the Equipment Spotlight.

Call today or visit us online to learn more.

888-210-0902
www.duratech.info

           

on the DuraTechView products in action
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Spotlight
■Continued from Page 4

Vecoplan, LLC

Organic Solutions, Inc. (OSI) will
operate the first permitted solid waste
organics recycling pilot project in the
state of Florida. 

The OSI facility will be the first in
North America to employ a bio-thermic
digester unit (BTD) for processing
organic solid waste. The OSI BTD will
be processing 10 tons of organic waste
per day with zero grey-water output.
Current operational data shows an aver-
age organic waste reduction of greater
than 90 percent, with the added benefits
of clean water output and electrical gen-
eration. All of this requires no pre-pro-
cessing of the waste stream. 

Laboratory testing has concluded
that the post-process material is com-
pletely sterile, safe to handle, beneficial
as a soil amendment and also excels as
bio-fuel. To date, European case studies
have revealed an average organic reduc-
tion rate of 98 percent using solely
organic input, and 55 percent to 65 per-
cent mass reduction of Class 1 – mixed
solid waste.

Lakeland plans
first organics
recycling facility

Three drunk guys entered a taxi. The
taxi driver started the engine, turned it
off and said, “We’re here!” One passen-
ger paid, the second said, “Thank you,”
and the third slapped the driver and
yelled, “Slow the heck down next time!
You nearly killed us!”

A man at the gym asked his trainer,
“Which machine here will help me
impress the ladies?”

The trainer pointed outside and said,
“Try the ATM.”



Justin Swan, co-owner of
Organicycle in western
Michigan, said his location
seemed to be the perfect place
to launch an organic waste
recycling business. “People in
this area are willing to change
what they do,” he said, which
is what needs to be done to
sort organic waste from the
portion that has to be land-
filled.

He said that the area has
“a lot of sustainable roots”
while at the same time his
business is seen as innovative,
since there’s no other company offering curbside composting. Unlike normal waste
pickup, he said that his customers particularly like that “they can get something in
return” in the form of worm castings that are sold to residents for their gardens.

The company also sells a variety of compostable products including trash bags,
compostable cups, cutlery and lids to replace paper and plastic products.

“We sought out manufacturers to sell these products,” Swan said, explaining
that it was difficult to source the compostable bags which would fit home trash bins
and were sturdy enough. He said that he was lucky enough to find a local source of
a quality product.

Organicycle services both business and residential accounts, and sends the
material to another company to do the actual composting. But it’s not all about pick-
ing the material up. Swan said, “We do zero-waste events and provide our service,
find a trash hauler and provide compostable products and bins.”

They also offer a lawn-and-leaf program to neighborhoods where the proceeds
go back to the neighborhood organizations, and sometimes those proceeds are
donated to local charities. He said that the neighborhoods appreciated that not only
were the bags from Organicycle cheaper than from other vendors, but funds were
coming back to the neighborhood after the events.

Organicycle was founded in 2011 by Dan Tietema, who brought Swan in as his
partner. Swan described Tietema as “a good entrepreneur” who has “a knack for
sniffing out the next service within industries.”

Before launching Organicycle, Tietema started bottling water before others in
the area had thought of it, and he also started a business that picked up medical
waste. When he saw an opportunity to start an organic waste recycling company, he
called Swan and the company started targeting area businesses that already had a
sustainable mission and wanted to be landfill-free.

To help fund their business, they worked with a local venture capital firm that
invested $5,000 each week with a different company, and those companies created
presentations which were assessed to see if they would be funded further. Organicy-
cle was one of the companies chosen for further funding.

From the beginning, Organicycle handled residential organic waste, but Swan
said they weren’t marketing it very much at first. In January, 2013, the company
started its residential curbside programs.

The company wants to create turnkey programs that communities can bring in
and implement easily, with an eye at expanding to other markets with the same con-
cept. “You have to have an exit strategy or a growth strategy,” Swan said.

He explained that in the local area people are already used to sorting metal and
plastic from the landfill-destined materials. “The idea of green and sustainability has
pretty much stuck, if it is clean and easy to do. People want to be part of the
change.”

Swan said that one extra sorting step that helps protect the environment is an
easy sell, particularly when it also benefits the local economy by creating a product
that can be resold. He called it “a simple step to a sustainable future” and said that
soon it will be the new standard in recycling.

Right now, about 65 percent (by weight) of what is thrown away is com-
postable, 30 percent is recyclable and the remainder doesn’t yet have any use
beyond the landfill. So there would be plenty of material diverted from landfills if
composting became commonplace.

While Swan wasn’t the one with the idea to start the company, he has been very
vocal in promoting it, making presentations and meeting with the community. And
that community aspect has been embraced by both Swan and Tietema who believe
that part of their responsibility as business owners is to give back to their communi-
ty. “It is a key purpose in our business model,” Swan said.
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A Closer Look

Organicycle
Justin Swan • 616-855-3377

by Donna Currie

—Justin Swan, left, and Dan Tietema, right.

Covanta and Turning Earth to
provide organics recycling

Covanta Energy Corporation, a
sustainable waste management and
renewable energy company, and Turn-
ing Earth, LLC an organics recycling
company, have entered into a partner-
ship to provide organics recycling to
Connecticut municipalities and busi-
nesses. The 10 year agreement calls for
Turning Earth to build, own and operate
an integrated organics recycling facility
in central Connecticut to which Covan-
ta will divert organic waste for benefi-
cial reuse in partnership with munici-
palities and commercial customers.
Covanta and Turning Earth will explore
future opportunities in the Connecticut
and Massachusetts region.

The facility will be powered by
Aikan™ Technology, a patented high
solids anaerobic digestion and in-vessel
composting system which converts
organic waste streams into several valu-
able and environmentally beneficial
products including renewable base load
energy and high quality compost.
Organic waste residuals provided by
Covanta will come from Connecticut
communities and businesses and will be
comprised of yard waste, food waste
and other organic waste streams.

Stephen Diaz, Covanta Energy vice
president, commented, “Organics recy-
cling is important to our customers and
an important part of Connecticut
Department of Energy & Environmen-
tal Protection’s goals. This arrangement
will now enable Covanta to provide our
area municipal and commercial cus-
tomers the ability to include organics
recycling within their sustainable waste
management programs.”

Covanta’s energy-from-waste facil-
ities will continue to provide disposal

for post-recycled waste. Covanta’s Con-
necticut facilities generate clean,
renewable energy for more than 34,000
homes in the state and recycle enough
metal to build more than 12,000 auto-
mobiles annually.

Organics recycling, like energy-
from-waste facilities, plays an impor-
tant role in reducing greenhouse gases.
When organic waste decomposes in a
landfill, it releases methane into the
environment, a potent greenhouse gas
that is 72 times more powerful than
CO2 over a 20 year period. Reducing
and avoiding methane emissions from
landfills, which are the third largest
source of methane in the U.S., is one of
the best ways to achieve a near-term
beneficial impact in mitigating global
climate change.

Christian Christensen, CEO of
Solum Group and creator of the
Aikan Technology remarked, “Aikan
is a proven Danish technology that
we have been working in partner-
ship with Turning Earth to commer-
cialize in the U.S.”

Joanna Underwood, president of
the national environmental organiza-
tion Energy Vision, stated, “Organic
wastes, which we have long just treated
as ‘garbage,’ are in fact one of this
country’s most valuable energy
sources. With today’s technologies,
they could displace up to 25 percent of
all diesel fuel. We strongly support this
groundbreaking Covanta-Turning Earth
project.”

Facility construction is anticipated
to begin in the latter half of 2014 fol-
lowing site selection, the receipt of per-
mits and procurement of organic waste. 

EPA recognizes 26 colleges
for donation and diversion

Twenty-six colleges and universi-
ties in the Mid-Atlantic Region have
joined the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) Food Recovery Chal-
lenge (FRC) to date, including five
schools that joined the challenge in the
last month: Chatham University, Uni-
versity of Virginia, Towson University,
Dickenson College and the University
of Pittsburgh.

The Food Recovery Challenge
encourages colleges, universities and
other organizations to donate and divert
as much of their excess food as possi-
ble. Organizations that join EPA’s chal-
lenge find that they not only save
money, but they also feed the needy and
help protect the environment at the
same time.

“The food donations to hunger-
relief organizations made by colleges
and other institutions can help the one
in six Americans who don’t know
where their next meal is coming from,”
said EPA regional administrator Shawn
Garvin. “In addition to feeding the hun-
gry, the food donations go a long way
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions

and lowering disposal costs for their
campus.” 

In 2011, the U.S. created more than
36 million tons of food waste, making
food waste the number 1 material sent
to landfills. Once landfilled, food
decomposes rapidly and becomes a
major source of methane, a powerful
and harmful greenhouse gas 20 times
more potent than carbon dioxide.

Food waste generated by local
institutions, hospitals, colleges, univer-
sities and restaurants is often actually
safe, wholesome food that could feed
millions of Americans, according to
both the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture and EPA. EPA is working with
institutions and hunger-relief organiza-
tions to increase food donations. Com-
posting food waste also leads to impor-
tant environmental outcomes. Compost-
ed food waste creates a valuable soil
product that can be used to enhance the
quality of soils. 

For additional information,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.





12,473 Hours
Throat: 34” wide

Box: 25’
Shear force: 1,108 NT

Five 100 HP Motors (special wound to run up 150 HP)
17-27 TPH

Conveyers:
Karl Schmidt all installed new in 2005

First conveyer is a shaker. 4’ wide x 25’ long.
Second Conveyor  4’ wide x 26’ long

Third conveyor a radial stacker  4’ wide x 60’ long. 
Height of discharge 22’ 10” 

$749,000.

2005 Harris GS 1100 Guillo�ne
Shear/Baler/Logger

with 3 Conveyors

REDUCED!

DADE Capital Corp.     800-823-9688    DADECapital.com

OBERLANDER1650 TON SHEAR
MODEL HY 10 | 1650 TONS | MANUFACTURED JULY 1990

DADE Capital Corp.

800-823-9688
Perrysburg, OH

8  MOTORS @ 100HP

THROAT SIZE 46’’

BOX LENGTH 29’ 5”

LAST TIME RAN SEPT 2013

CONDITION IS GOOD 

SPARE PARTS:  2 SETS OF 
BLADES AND ASSEMBLIES 
AND ONE SPARE MOTOR.

PRICE:  $650,000.00 USD
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